SUBJECT: Re: Need an update
FROM: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
TO: Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>
CC: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>, Pete Adams <padams@utah.gov>
DATE: 27/07/2021 07:16
We are providing community events in the following locations:
SL County
Cannon Bldg
Cottonwood Heights
Fairpark
Kearns
Murray
Sandy
South Jordan
Sugarhouse
Taylorsville
West Valley
UT County
American Fork
Eagle Mountain
Saratoga Springs
Spanish Fork
Springville
Davis County
Clearfield
Kaysville
Weber County
North Ogden
We currently have 6 LTCF in the following areas on the schedule this week (M-W) and anticipate more
Washington Terrace, Weber County
South Jordan, SL County
Provo, UT County
Bountiful, Davis County
American Fork, UT County
North Ogden, SL County
We are also holding test events at the Utah State Hospital in Provo and the two State Prisons in Draper.and Gunnison (Sanpete County)
We also have a test event for a group of students attending a school music camp.
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 2:41 PM Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov> wrote:
No, just a summary. ie We have XX locations set up this week. focusing on XX area....
On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 11:04 AM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
So just to be clear, we are wanting a list of all the test sites/events we currently have on the schedule for this week?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 9:31 AM Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov> wrote:
Regarding K-12 testing strategies, right now we are planning to continue to primarily offer the BinaxNOW rapid antigen tests to school partners since they are most
comfortable using that testing methodology. However, not many schools are planning to continue to conduct their own screening testing since it is no longer mandated.
Local health departments will be working with their school districts to monitor COVID-19 in schools as the school year starts and will continue to work with our state's
Mobile Testing Teams to offer COVID-19 testing as part of layered prevention strategies.

Maggie Graul, MPH, CPH She/Her/Hers
Program Manager, COVID-19 K-12 School Testing Coordination
Utah Departm ent of Health, Em erging Infections Bureau

288 North 1480 West
Salt Lake City, UT
385-267-5720

COVID-19 is being closely monitored, to stay up to date with state action follow this link: https://coronavirus.utah.gov/

On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 9:16 AM Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov> wrote:
Hi Folks,
I have a meeting with Nate Checketts later this afternoon. I need some info from you. Please send me the testing plans for this week by 2 pm. Please reply all..
Background I got:
Description:The Governor will be touring MyLabs on Thursday. I expect he will have some questions about our testing strategies this week.
Can you work with Tamara to find 30 minutes before Thursday to update me on where we are with testing (including consideration of home testing)
these days?
Thanks

-Nicole Bissonette, MPH, MCHES
Emerging Infections Bureau Director
385-266-1543 nicolebissonette@utah.gov

Division of Disease Control and Prevention | Emerging Infections Bureau
Find testing locations
https://coronavirus.utah.gov/utah-covid-19-testing-locations/
Find vaccination locations
https://coronavirus.utah.gov/vaccine-distribution

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

-Nicole Bissonette, MPH, MCHES
Emerging Infections Bureau Director
385-266-1543 nicolebissonette@utah.gov

Division of Disease Control and Prevention | Emerging Infections Bureau
Find testing locations
https://coronavirus.utah.gov/utah-covid-19-testing-locations/
Find vaccination locations
https://coronavirus.utah.gov/vaccine-distribution

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.

If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT:
FROM: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
TO: Kendra Babitz <kbabitz@utah.gov>, Pete Adams <padams@utah.gov>,Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>,Trent Brown
<trentbrown@utah.gov>
DATE: 09/08/2021 11:33
Sharon Taylor Maggie Graul Pete Adams Kendra Babitz have joined the conversation, 2021-08-09 10:33:56
Trent Brown has joined the conversation, 2021-08-09 10:34:07
Juli Miller, 2021-08-09 10:34:47
So Maggie - are you wanting us to schedule K-12 &quot;return to school&quot; test events? or just &quot;test to stay&quot; events?
Maggie Graul, 2021-08-09 11:28:01
1st priority will be Test to Stay events, 2nd priority back to school one-time events, 3rd priority recurrent testing events for schools based on your team&#39;s capacity
Juli Miller, 2021-08-09 12:04:23
Can you call me about Wasatch County School District? They are requesting a test event for 500 people tomorrow and then having us come back every day this week.
I&#39;m trying to figure out ho to prioritized their event request
Maggie Graul, 2021-08-09 12:04:56
Yes, remind me of your number? I think I saw you called but I was presenting in a meeting earlier!
Juli Miller, 2021-08-09 12:05:10
385-306-2413

SUBJECT: K-12 question
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>
DATE: 25/08/2021 07:19
Maggie,
Earlier this week the scheduling team received an email from the group who answers calls about missing test results looking for help with results from a test event being
done at Canyons School district. We aren't doing any testing for Canyons school district and weren't able to help find the results. But along the way what we learned is
that Canyons SD is holding testing events at their district offices. It made us wonder what plans each district has in place for Test to Stay testing.
What information do you have on a district by district level about their plans for testing? We have not received one request for K12 testing and are wondering what plans
the various districts have in place?
Thanks for taking time to share an update!
Ellen
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: K-12 question
FROM: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>
TO: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
DATE: 25/08/2021 09:02
Hi Ellen,
Thanks for looping me in. We are continuing the program from last year where each district can receive training and request BinaxNOW rapid antigen tests to perform their
own testing, and Canyons does have the personnel and supplies to conduct testing. I was not aware that Canyons was holding their own testing events as school has
started, however.
I do not have concrete district level testing plans, though I have asked each local health department K-12 coordination team to share information with me as they learn it
from their local jurisdictions. Salt Lake County health department just sent me their K-12 strategic plan for COVID response this year (attached for reference), and it looks
like they have established some of their own local mobile testing teams to help coordinate with schools. According to their info, Hannah Rose is overseeing Canyons
District and may know more:
Canyons District: Hannah Rose; hrose@slco.org or 385-267-8244
Best,

Maggie Graul, MPH, CPH She/Her/Hers
Program Manager, COVID-19 K-12 School Testing Coordination
Utah Departm ent of Health, Em erging Infections Bureau

288 North 1480 West
Salt Lake City, UT
385-267-5720

COVID-19 is being closely monitored, to stay up to date with state action follow this link: https://coronavirus.utah.gov/

On Wed, Aug 25, 2021 at 7:19 AM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
Maggie,
Earlier this week the scheduling team received an email from the group who answers calls about missing test results looking for help with results from a test event being
done at Canyons School district. We aren't doing any testing for Canyons school district and weren't able to help find the results. But along the way what we learned is
that Canyons SD is holding testing events at their district offices. It made us wonder what plans each district has in place for Test to Stay testing.
What information do you have on a district by district level about their plans for testing? We have not received one request for K12 testing and are wondering what plans
the various districts have in place?
Thanks for taking time to share an update!
Ellen
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Fwd: Rapid Tests for LHDs
FROM: Jenni Wagner <jwagner@utah.gov>
TO: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>, Kendra Babitz <kbabitz@utah.gov>
DATE: 13/09/2021 14:41
Gah - I meant to add you both to this email!
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Jenni Wagner <jwagner@utah.gov>
Date: Mon, Sep 13, 2021 at 2:41 PM
Subject: Re: Rapid Tests for LHDs
To: Philip Bondurant <pbondurant@summitcounty.org>
Hi Phil,
For Test to Stay events, UDOH is providing BinaxNOW tests that you can request with your normal PPE requests sent to the warehouse. Let me know if you need more
information on that. We should be able to support the testing levels you mentioned. We also have a Quidel Sofia2 test platform that can test for COVID and Flu A+B
antigens all in one nasal sample. Please let me know if you are interested in this testing capability and I can work to get you set up. I'll attach the information on the Quidel
test here too so you can familiarize yourself with the test.
Are you interested in other rapid tests for non- K-12 testing?
Please let me know if you have any other questions.
Thanks,
Jenni
On Mon, Sep 13, 2021 at 12:38 PM Philip Bondurant <pbondurant@summitcounty.org> wrote:
Hi Jenni- I hope all is well since we last spoke. I have a question about rapid testing availability for the LHDs.
What is available to LHDs in terms of rapid tests? Test to Stay is limited to one day of testing in Summit County. We are moving to build our own testing teams, but
need to understand what we can expect in terms of available tests to keep these testing teams running. Can we expect 100, 200, 300, etc. tests per week if we have
the testing sites that can use them?

-Jenni Wagner, MS
Rapid Testing Coordinator/NGS Epi/Lab Coordinator and Technical Supervisor
Office: (801) 965-2512
Cell: (385) 306-6038
Fax: (801) 536-0473
Utah Public Health Laboratory
4431 South Constitution Blvd.
Taylorsville, UT 84129
(801) 965-2400
****************************IMPORTANT MESSAGE****************************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you
are not the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distribution or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
-Jenni Wagner, MS
Rapid Testing Coordinator/NGS Epi/Lab Coordinator and Technical Supervisor
Office: (801) 965-2512
Cell: (385) 306-6038
Fax: (801) 536-0473
Utah Public Health Laboratory
4431 South Constitution Blvd.
Taylorsville, UT 84129
(801) 965-2400

****************************IMPORTANT MESSAGE****************************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you
are not the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distribution or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Invitation: K-12 test event planning/Tooele High @ Wed Sep 15, 20219am - 9:45am (MDT) (mgraul@utah.gov)
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: mgraul@utah.gov, dknielsen@utah.gov, mdozhier@utah.gov, julilmiller@utah.gov, sntaylor@utah.gov, lorielshazly@utah.gov, slabrum@utah.gov,
chernandez1@utah.gov, hunter.vowles@tooelehealth.org
DATE: 14/09/2021 15:25
You have been invited to the following event.

K-12 test event planning/Tooele High
When

Wed Sep 15, 2021 9am – 9:45am Mountain Time - Denver

more details »

Joining info Join with Google Meet

Join by phone

Calendar

mgraul@utah.gov

Who

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

emaxfield@utah.gov - organizer
dknielsen@utah.gov
mdozhier@utah.gov
julilmiller@utah.gov
sntaylor@utah.gov
lorielshazly@utah.gov
mgraul@utah.gov
slabrum@utah.gov
chernandez1@utah.gov
hunter.vowles@tooelehealth.org

Planning meeting with Hunter Vowles from Tooele HD and members of the Tooele SD and Tooele High school along with UDOH Mobile test team members to plan upcoming
test to stay testing event.
Going (mgraul@utah.gov)? Yes - Maybe - No more options »
Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account mgraul@utah.gov because you are subscribed for invitations on calendar mgraul@utah.gov.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn
More.

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Tentatively Accepted: K-12 test event planning/Tooele High @ Wed Sep15, 2021 9am - 9:45am (MDT) (emaxfield@utah.gov)
FROM: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>
TO: emaxfield@utah.gov
DATE: 14/09/2021 15:26
Maggie Graul has replied "Maybe" to this invitation.

K-12 test event planning/Tooele High
When

Wed Sep 15, 2021 9am – 9:45am Mountain Time - Denver

Joining info Join with Google Meet

Join by phone
(

Calendar

emaxfield@utah.gov

Who

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

emaxfield@utah.gov - organizer
dknielsen@utah.gov
mdozhier@utah.gov
julilmiller@utah.gov
sntaylor@utah.gov
lorielshazly@utah.gov
mgraul@utah.gov
slabrum@utah.gov
chernandez1@utah.gov
hunter.vowles@tooelehealth.org

Planning meeting with Hunter Vowles from Tooele HD and members of the Tooele SD and Tooele High school along with UDOH Mobile test team members to plan upcoming
test to stay testing event.
Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account emaxfield@utah.gov because you are subscribed for invitation replies on calendar emaxfield@utah.gov.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn
More.

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Invitation: K-12 test event planning/Tooele High @ Wed Sep 15, 20219am - 9:45am (MDT) (whassell@utah.gov)
FROM: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>
TO: whassell@utah.gov, dknielsen@utah.gov, mdozhier@utah.gov, julilmiller@utah.gov, sntaylor@utah.gov, lorielshazly@utah.gov, emaxfield@utah.gov,
slabrum@utah.gov, chernandez1@utah.gov, trentbrown@utah.gov, padams@utah.gov, mmauri@utah.gov, hunter.vowles@tooelehealth.org
DATE: 14/09/2021 15:40
You have been invited to the following event.

K-12 test event planning/Tooele High
When

Wed Sep 15, 2021 9am – 9:45am Mountain Time - Denver

more details »

Joining info Join with Google Meet

Join by phone

Calendar

whassell@utah.gov

Who

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

emaxfield@utah.gov - organizer
dknielsen@utah.gov
mdozhier@utah.gov
julilmiller@utah.gov
sntaylor@utah.gov
lorielshazly@utah.gov
mgraul@utah.gov
slabrum@utah.gov
chernandez1@utah.gov
trentbrown@utah.gov
padams@utah.gov
mmauri@utah.gov
whassell@utah.gov
hunter.vowles@tooelehealth.org

Planning meeting with Hunter Vowles from Tooele HD and members of the Tooele SD and Tooele High school along with UDOH Mobile test team members to plan upcoming
test to stay testing event.
Going (whassell@utah.gov)? Yes - Maybe - No more options »
Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account whassell@utah.gov because you are subscribed for invitations on calendar whassell@utah.gov.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn
More.

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Invitation: (BN)(PTI-TooeleHS) Tooele High School - 1800 @ Fri Sep17, 2021 8am - 1:30pm (MDT) (mgraul@utah.gov)
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: mgraul@utah.gov, julilmiller@utah.gov, Debbi Nielsen <dknielsen@utah.gov>, Pete Adams <padams@utah.gov>, Trent Brown <trentbrown@utah.gov>, Schuyler
Labrum <slabrum@utah.gov>, Hunter Vowles <hunter.vowles@tooelehealth.org>, ajarnagin@tooeleschools.org, Megan Dozhier <mdozhier@utah.gov>,
tmccluskey@tooeleschools.org, Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>, Wesley Hassell <whassell@utah.gov>, mjackson@tooeleschools.org, Manu Mauri
<mmauri@utah.gov>, jwyatt@tooeleschools.org, beswynenburg@tooeleschools.org, dacota.shell@tooelehealth.org, acrump@tooelehealth.org,
john.contreras@tooelehealth.org, jade.murray@tooelehealth.org, tracy.frailey@tooelehealth.org
DATE: 15/09/2021 12:36
You have been invited to the following event.

(BN)(PTI-TooeleHS) Tooele High School - 1800
When

Fri Sep 17, 2021 8am – 1:30pm Mountain Time - Denver

Where

Tooele High School, 301 W Vine St, Tooele, UT 84074, USA (map)

Calendar

mgraul@utah.gov

Who

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

more details »

emaxfield@utah.gov - creator
julilmiller@utah.gov
sntaylor@utah.gov
kparkinson@utah.gov
Debbi Nielsen
Pete Adams
mgraul@utah.gov
Trent Brown
Schuyler Labrum
Hunter Vowles
ajarnagin@tooeleschools.org
Megan Dozhier
tmccluskey@tooeleschools.org
Lori Elshazly
Wesley Hassell
mjackson@tooeleschools.org
Manu Mauri
jwyatt@tooeleschools.org
beswynenburg@tooeleschools.org
dacota.shell@tooelehealth.org
acrump@tooelehealth.org
john.contreras@tooelehealth.org
jade.murray@tooelehealth.org
tracy.frailey@tooelehealth.org

Attachments Tooele High School QR Code Printout
5 MTT test teams / school provides tests / MTT to bring own PPE
This test event ending time is an estimate. We may end earlier depending on how many students remain to be tested on Friday. Also, some teams may be
scheduled to stay for the community event held in the same location on Friday from 2-5pm
Testing located in the Auditorium. Park in either of 2 parking lots located on the south side of the school near the football field. There are doors from that
parking lot that enter directly into the Auditorium which will be opened by 7:15 am. Test teams advised to arrive by 7:15 am to avoid congestion in the parking lot
caused by students arriving for school.
Students will be brought down by grade and alphabetical order, beginning with freshmen class. Students will wait for results before returning to class. The
school will provide a point person who will communicate any positive results to the student directly and escort to the office to await parent pick up.
Testing will be held on Thursday and again on Friday morning for anyone that wasn't able to be tested. There will also be a community test event held at the same
location on Friday from 2-5pm.
Test to Stay test event.
Registration link below, QR code attached.
https://redcap.link/utah.gov-Tooele

Going (mgraul@utah.gov)? Yes - Maybe - No more options »

Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account mgraul@utah.gov because you are subscribed for invitations on calendar mgraul@utah.gov.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn
More.

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Invitation with note: (BN)(Tooele) Tooele High School - 1800 @ ThuSep 16, 2021 8am - 2:30pm (MDT) (mgraul@utah.gov)
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: mgraul@utah.gov, julilmiller@utah.gov, kparkinson@utah.gov, Debbi Nielsen <dknielsen@utah.gov>, Pete Adams <padams@utah.gov>, Trent Brown
<trentbrown@utah.gov>, Schuyler Labrum <slabrum@utah.gov>, Hunter Vowles <hunter.vowles@tooelehealth.org>, ajarnagin@tooeleschools.org, Cristal Hernandez
<chernandez1@utah.gov>, Megan Dozhier <mdozhier@utah.gov>, tmccluskey@tooeleschools.org, Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>, Wesley Hassell
<whassell@utah.gov>, mjackson@tooeleschools.org, Manu Mauri <mmauri@utah.gov>, jwyatt@tooeleschools.org, beswynenburg@tooeleschools.org,
dacota.shell@tooelehealth.org, acrump@tooelehealth.org, john.contreras@tooelehealth.org, jade.murray@tooelehealth.org, tracy.frailey@tooelehealth.org
DATE: 15/09/2021 12:43
You have been invited to the following event with this note:
"This is Thursday's calendar event for the Test to Stay testing"

(BN)(Tooele) Tooele High School - 1800
When

Thu Sep 16, 2021 8am – 2:30pm Mountain Time - Denver

Where

Tooele High School, 301 W Vine St, Tooele, UT 84074, USA (map)

Calendar

mgraul@utah.gov

Who

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

more details »

emaxfield@utah.gov - creator
julilmiller@utah.gov
sntaylor@utah.gov
kparkinson@utah.gov
Debbi Nielsen
Pete Adams
mgraul@utah.gov
Trent Brown
Schuyler Labrum
Hunter Vowles
ajarnagin@tooeleschools.org
Cristal Hernandez
Megan Dozhier
tmccluskey@tooeleschools.org
Lori Elshazly
Wesley Hassell
mjackson@tooeleschools.org
Manu Mauri
jwyatt@tooeleschools.org
beswynenburg@tooeleschools.org
dacota.shell@tooelehealth.org
acrump@tooelehealth.org
john.contreras@tooelehealth.org
jade.murray@tooelehealth.org
tracy.frailey@tooelehealth.org

Attachments Tooele High School QR Code Printout
5 MTT test teams / school provides tests / MTT to bring own PPE
Testing located in the Auditorium. Park in either of 2 parking lots located on the south side of the school near the football field. There are doors from that
parking lot that enter directly into the Auditorium which will be opened by 7:15 am. ** Teams should arrive no later than 7:15am to avoid congestion in the
parking lots by students arriving for school**
Students will be brought down by grade and alphabetical order, beginning with freshmen class. Students will wait for results before returning to class. The
school will provide a point person who will communicate any positive results to the student directly and escort to the office to await parent pick up.
Testing will be held on Thursday and again on Friday morning for anyone that wasn't able to be tested. There will also be a community test event held at the same
location on Friday from 2-5pm.
Test to Stay test event.
Registration link below, QR code attached.
https://redcap.link/utah.gov-Tooele

Going (mgraul@utah.gov)? Yes - Maybe - No more options »

Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account mgraul@utah.gov because you are subscribed for invitations on calendar mgraul@utah.gov.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn
More.

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: DSD - Syracuse Elem
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>
DATE: 15/09/2021 12:58
I just talked to one of my contacts at DSD about testing at Freeport, but he was really excited to tell me about their test event at Syracuse Elementary today. Just thought
I'd pass this along to you in case you don't already know.....
They tested 806 students, started at 8:30 am and were finished by 1. THey found 15 more positives.
Just an FYI
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: DSD - Syracuse Elem
FROM: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>
TO: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
DATE: 15/09/2021 13:48
Thanks Ellen! Yeah, Davis Co has their own school mobile testing so they handled that one. It sounded like it was successful!
On Wed, Sep 15, 2021 at 12:59 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
I just talked to one of my contacts at DSD about testing at Freeport, but he was really excited to tell me about their test event at Syracuse Elementary today. Just thought
I'd pass this along to you in case you don't already know.....
They tested 806 students, started at 8:30 am and were finished by 1. THey found 15 more positives.
Just an FYI
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

--

Maggie Graul, MPH, CPH She/Her/Hers
Program Manager, COVID-19 K-12 School Testing Coordination
Utah Departm ent of Health, Em erging Infections Bureau

288 North 1480 West
Salt Lake City, UT
385-267-5720

COVID-19 is being closely monitored, to stay up to date with state action follow this link: https://coronavirus.utah.gov/

SUBJECT: Re: DSD - Syracuse Elem
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>
DATE: 15/09/2021 13:55
That reminds me. He said the district actually ran the testing, but Davis Co HD sent over 3 people to help. Just a little intel from the district ;)
On Wed, Sep 15, 2021 at 1:48 PM Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov> wrote:
Thanks Ellen! Yeah, Davis Co has their own school mobile testing so they handled that one. It sounded like it was successful!
On Wed, Sep 15, 2021 at 12:59 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
I just talked to one of my contacts at DSD about testing at Freeport, but he was really excited to tell me about their test event at Syracuse Elementary today. Just
thought I'd pass this along to you in case you don't already know.....
They tested 806 students, started at 8:30 am and were finished by 1. THey found 15 more positives.
Just an FYI
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

--

Maggie Graul, MPH, CPH She/Her/Hers
Program Manager, COVID-19 K-12 School Testing Coordination
Utah Departm ent of Health, Em erging Infections Bureau

288 North 1480 West
Salt Lake City, UT
385-267-5720

COVID-19 is being closely monitored, to stay up to date with state action follow this link: https://coronavirus.utah.gov/

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

-Ellen Maxfield
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: DSD - Syracuse Elem
FROM: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>
TO: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
DATE: 15/09/2021 13:56
Good to know!
On Wed, Sep 15, 2021 at 1:55 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
That reminds me. He said the district actually ran the testing, but Davis Co HD sent over 3 people to help. Just a little intel from the district ;)
On Wed, Sep 15, 2021 at 1:48 PM Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov> wrote:
Thanks Ellen! Yeah, Davis Co has their own school mobile testing so they handled that one. It sounded like it was successful!
On Wed, Sep 15, 2021 at 12:59 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
I just talked to one of my contacts at DSD about testing at Freeport, but he was really excited to tell me about their test event at Syracuse Elementary today. Just
thought I'd pass this along to you in case you don't already know.....
They tested 806 students, started at 8:30 am and were finished by 1. THey found 15 more positives.
Just an FYI
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

--

Maggie Graul, MPH, CPH She/Her/Hers
Program Manager, COVID-19 K-12 School Testing Coordination
Utah Departm ent of Health, Em erging Infections Bureau

288 North 1480 West
Salt Lake City, UT
385-267-5720

COVID-19 is being closely monitored, to stay up to date with state action follow this link: https://coronavirus.utah.gov/

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

-Ellen Maxfield
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

--

Maggie Graul, MPH, CPH She/Her/Hers
Program Manager, COVID-19 K-12 School Testing Coordination
Utah Departm ent of Health, Em erging Infections Bureau

288 North 1480 West
Salt Lake City, UT
385-267-5720

COVID-19 is being closely monitored, to stay up to date with state action follow this link: https://coronavirus.utah.gov/

SUBJECT: Invitation: (TCST)(MV)(EDGEMONT) Edgemont -150 @ Mon Oct 4, 20214:30pm - 6:30pm (MDT) (mgraul@utah.gov)
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: tylerp@utahcounty.gov, Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>, Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>, ericse@utahcounty.gov, Harmony Kartchner
<harmonyk@provo.edu>, Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>, Cristal Hernandez <chernandez1@utah.gov>, Suzanne Livingston <suzannel@utahcounty.gov>,
Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>
CC: mgraul@utah.gov, dknielsen@utah.gov, julilmiller@utah.gov, Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>, sntaylor@utah.gov, Nicole Bissonette
<nicolebissonette@utah.gov>
DATE: 01/10/2021 12:17
You have been invited to the following event.

(TCST)(MV)(EDGEMONT) Edgemont -150
When

Mon Oct 4, 2021 4:30pm – 6:30pm Mountain Time - Denver

Where

Edgemont Elementary School, 566 E 3650 N St, Provo, UT 84604, USA (map)

Calendar

mgraul@utah.gov

Who

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

more details »

emaxfield@utah.gov - creator
tylerp@utahcounty.gov
Heather Chatwin
Keith Rittel
ericse@utahcounty.gov
Harmony Kartchner
Jason Garrison
Cristal Hernandez
Suzanne Livingston
Douglas Finch
dknielsen@utah.gov - optional
julilmiller@utah.gov - optional
mgraul@utah.gov - optional
Brittany Brown - optional
sntaylor@utah.gov - optional
Nicole Bissonette - optional

Attachments Edgemont Elementary school 10.21_LI.jpg
Edgemont QR Code Printout.docx
Edgemont.png
Mobile Van Community Test Event held in the parking lot of Edgemont Elementary School.
Test team members - Please ask any school age participants what school they go to and ensure that results are coded to their school.
Restroom access inside the school.
Registration link below:
https://redcap.link/utah.gov-EDGEMONT
Your attendance is optional.
Going (mgraul@utah.gov)? Yes - Maybe - No more options »
Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account mgraul@utah.gov because you are subscribed for invitations on calendar mgraul@utah.gov.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn
More.

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>, Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>, ericse@utahcounty.gov, Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>, Heather
Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>, Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>, Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>, Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>, Nicole Bissonette
<nicolebissonette@utah.gov>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Suzanne Livingston <suzannel@utahcounty.gov>, tylerp@utahcounty.gov
CC: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>, Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
DATE: 01/10/2021 12:24
Hello All,
The UDOH Covid-19 Mobile Testing team will be providing free testing on Monday, October 4th in the parking lot at Edgemont Elementary School from 4:30 - 6:30 pm.
Our teams will arrive at 4:00 pm to get set up and will plan to use restrooms inside the school if needed.
The link for registration is: https://redcap.link/utah.gov-EDGEMONT
I'm attaching a flyer that you can use to promote the test event in your school and community. The flyer contains all the information about the test event, including the link to
registration along with a QR code which is also attached separately.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
FROM: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
TO: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
CC: Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>, Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>, Eric Edwards <ericse@utahcounty.gov>, Harmony Kartchner
<harmonyk@provo.edu>, Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>, Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>, Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>, Maggie Graul
<mgraul@utah.gov>, Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Suzanne Livingston <suzannel@utahcounty.gov>, Tyler
Plewe <tylerp@utahcounty.gov>, Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
DATE: 01/10/2021 12:45
I think this flyer makes it look too much like it is school sponsored testing instead of Community Testing. Can we make some changes to better reflect this is a community
test event?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:25 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello All,
The UDOH Covid-19 Mobile Testing team will be providing free testing on Monday, October 4th in the parking lot at Edgemont Elementary School from 4:30 - 6:30
pm. Our teams will arrive at 4:00 pm to get set up and will plan to use restrooms inside the school if needed.
The link for registration is: https://redcap.link/utah.gov-EDGEMONT
I'm attaching a flyer that you can use to promote the test event in your school and community. The flyer contains all the information about the test event, including the link
to registration along with a QR code which is also attached separately.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
CC: Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>, Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>, Eric Edwards <ericse@utahcounty.gov>, Harmony Kartchner
<harmonyk@provo.edu>, Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>, Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>, Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>, Maggie Graul
<mgraul@utah.gov>, Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Suzanne Livingston <suzannel@utahcounty.gov>, Tyler
Plewe <tylerp@utahcounty.gov>, Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
DATE: 01/10/2021 15:35
The flyers were created around a "seasonal" kind of theme (ie spring, summer, fall etc). The fall flyer highlights back to school because most people associate fall with back
to school time. I found another template that is more generic and I'll attach it here. I have never actually made or shared flyers for any school related test events.
Hope this helps!
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:45 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
I think this flyer makes it look too much like it is school sponsored testing instead of Community Testing. Can we make some changes to better reflect this is a community
test event?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:25 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello All,
The UDOH Covid-19 Mobile Testing team will be providing free testing on Monday, October 4th in the parking lot at Edgemont Elementary School from 4:30 - 6:30
pm. Our teams will arrive at 4:00 pm to get set up and will plan to use restrooms inside the school if needed.
The link for registration is: https://redcap.link/utah.gov-EDGEMONT
I'm attaching a flyer that you can use to promote the test event in your school and community. The flyer contains all the information about the test event, including the link
to registration along with a QR code which is also attached separately.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

-Ellen Maxfield
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: RE: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
FROM: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>
TO: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>, Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
CC: Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>, Douglas Finch<douglasf@provo.edu>, Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>, Harmony
Kartchner<harmonyk@provo.edu>, Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>, Jason Garrison<jasong@provo.edu>, Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>, Maggie
Graul<mgraul@utah.gov>, Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>, SharonTaylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Tyler Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>, LoriElshazly
<lorielshazly@utah.gov>
DATE: 01/10/2021 15:37
I really like this much better. Thanks

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 3:35 PM
To: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Cc: Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner
<harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie Graul
<mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>; Tyler
Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
The flyers were created around a "seasonal" kind of theme (ie spring, summer, fall etc). The fall flyer highlights back to school because most people associate fall with
back to school time. I found another template that is more generic and I'll attach it here. I have never actually made or shared flyers for any school related test events.
Hope this helps!
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:45 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
I think this flyer makes it look too much like it is school sponsored testing instead of Community Testing. Can we make some changes to better reflect this is a
community test event?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:25 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello All,
The UDOH Covid-19 Mobile Testing team will be providing free testing on Monday, October 4th in the parking lot at Edgemont Elementary School from 4:30 - 6:30
pm. Our teams will arrive at 4:00 pm to get set up and will plan to use restrooms inside the school if needed.
The link for registration is: https://redcap.link/utah.gov-EDGEMONT
I'm attaching a flyer that you can use to promote the test event in your school and community. The flyer contains all the information about the test event,
including the link to registration along with a QR code which is also attached separately.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

-Ellen Maxfield
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT:
FROM: Juli Miller <julmiller@utah.gov>
TO: Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>,Pete Adams <padams@utah.gov>,Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>,Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>
DATE: 04/10/2021 13:59
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 12:59:14
We got a test evet request for Willow Springs Elementary in Canyons School District for Thursday
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 12:59:27
Ellen has reached out to schedule a meeting
Brittany Brown, 2021-10-04 13:04:14
similar to what you are doing for Edgemont today? COmmunity testing?
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 13:04:34
no K-12 TST
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 13:04:55
*TTS
Brittany Brown, 2021-10-04 13:05:28
oh interesting. And SLCo isn&#39;t doing it?
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 13:09:34
I guess not. I haven&#39;t talked to them directly. It sounds like the school district wants to do conduct the test event themselves and have us provide swabbing support.
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 13:09:55
We&#39;ll find out more details when the planning meeting gets scheduled
Nicole Bissonette, 2021-10-04 13:12:36
DO you invite SLCo to that meeting?
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 13:12:55
I typically don&#39;t unless the school asks us to
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 13:13:26
Should we include them?
Brittany Brown, 2021-10-04 13:13:52
maybe check with Maggie
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 13:13:52
And if so, who from SLCo we invite?
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 13:14:18
Ok.
Nicole Bissonette, 2021-10-04 13:14:19
I think we should keep them in the loop.
Nicole Bissonette, 2021-10-04 13:14:28
let me find out
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 13:14:34
Thanks
Maggie Graul, 2021-10-04 13:14:39
Yes, let&#39;s invite the SLCoHD Canyons Rep, I&#39;ll grab their info, hold on
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 13:14:51

Thanks Maggie
Maggie Graul, 2021-10-04 13:15:19
The Canyons POC is: Hannah Rose; <a href="mailto:hrose@slco.org">hrose@slco.org</a> or 385-267-8244
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 13:15:54
Also, Brittany and Maggie have been added to the invite. Nicole and Pete, do you want to be included?
Pete Adams, 2021-10-04 13:17:03
Please do
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 13:17:12
ok
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 13:17:40
everyone is invited
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 13:20:53
Also todays&#39; Daily School Outbreak report came out and it looks like Edgemont is at 30
Maggie Graul, 2021-10-04 13:21:38
Yeah I saw that too, at the event today would you talk with the school administrator and see how they&#39;d like to proceed with scheduling a school specific event later
this week?
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 13:22:16
Yes, I will reach out to them
Nicole Bissonette, 2021-10-04 13:23:15
Thanks
Brittany Brown, 2021-10-04 13:25:28
thanks all!
Brittany Brown, 2021-10-04 13:25:53
well it&#39;s about amonth later than anticipated haha but I guess here it comes
Maggie Graul, 2021-10-04 13:26:10
Right? It did give me a bit more time to get organized so hopefully that will help lol
Nicole Bissonette, 2021-10-04 13:28:19
Please include me in meetings with schools but don&#39;t plan around my schedule. I will added just for information if I am free.
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 13:28:28
Will do
Brittany Brown, 2021-10-04 15:34:29
Alessandro proposed that maybe we consider doing AN PCR tests at a TTS event if there aren&#39;t a bunch of other community events scheduled
Maggie Graul, 2021-10-04 15:50:45
I think that would be great to offer if we can
Pete Adams, 2021-10-04 16:17:51
We just need to na kg e sure we have tbe supplies and review the procedures
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 16:18:02
We have very full schedules this week since picking up some of NOMIs community test sites
Pete Adams, 2021-10-04 16:19:05
ACv
Juli Miller, 2021-10-04 16:20:38

(and adding Fairpark)

SUBJECT: Invitation: Willow Springs Test to Stay planning meeting @ Tue Oct 5,2021 (mgraul@utah.gov)
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: mgraul@utah.gov, dknielsen@utah.gov, lorielshazly@utah.gov, julilmiller@utah.gov, sntaylor@utah.gov, chernandez1@utah.gov, jen.gerrard@canyonsdistrict.org
DATE: 04/10/2021 14:09
You have been invited to the following event.

Willow Springs Test to Stay planning meeting
When

Tue Oct 5, 2021

more details »

Joining info Join with Google Meet

Join by phone

Calendar

mgraul@utah.gov

Who

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

emaxfield@utah.gov - organizer
dknielsen@utah.gov
lorielshazly@utah.gov
julilmiller@utah.gov
sntaylor@utah.gov
mgraul@utah.gov
chernandez1@utah.gov
jen.gerrard@canyonsdistrict.org

Planning meeting for Test to Stay testing at WIllow Springs Elementary school where they are close to meeting the threshold. Jen Gerrard will invite the principal.
They would be happy to have us run the entire event with support help from the school. They are open to being flexible with test event hours, but are concerned that with
elementary age kids it may not go as quickly or smoothly as we have all experienced with high school age test to play/stay events in the past.
Going (mgraul@utah.gov)? Yes - Maybe - No more options »
Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account mgraul@utah.gov because you are subscribed for invitations on calendar mgraul@utah.gov.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn
More.

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Updated invitation: Willow Springs Test to Stay planning meeting @Tue Oct 5, 2021 12pm - 12:45pm (MDT) (mgraul@utah.gov)
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: mgraul@utah.gov, dknielsen@utah.gov, lorielshazly@utah.gov, julilmiller@utah.gov, sntaylor@utah.gov, chernandez1@utah.gov, jen.gerrard@canyonsdistrict.org
DATE: 04/10/2021 14:10
This event has been changed.

Willow Springs Test to Stay planning meeting
When

Changed: Tue Oct 5, 2021 12pm – 12:45pm Mountain Time - Denver

more details »

Joining info Join with Google Meet

Join by phone
)

Calendar

mgraul@utah.gov

Who

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

emaxfield@utah.gov - organizer
dknielsen@utah.gov
lorielshazly@utah.gov
julilmiller@utah.gov
sntaylor@utah.gov
mgraul@utah.gov
chernandez1@utah.gov
jen.gerrard@canyonsdistrict.org

Planning meeting for Test to Stay testing at WIllow Springs Elementary school where they are close to meeting the threshold. Jen Gerrard will invite the principal.
They would be happy to have us run the entire event with support help from the school. They are open to being flexible with test event hours, but are concerned that with
elementary age kids it may not go as quickly or smoothly as we have all experienced with high school age test to play/stay events in the past.
Going (mgraul@utah.gov)? Yes - Maybe - No more options »
Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account mgraul@utah.gov because you are subscribed for updated invitations on calendar mgraul@utah.gov.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn
More.

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Accepted: Willow Springs Test to Stay planning meeting @ Tue Oct 5,2021 12pm - 12:45pm (MDT) (emaxfield@utah.gov)
FROM: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>
TO: emaxfield@utah.gov
DATE: 04/10/2021 14:12
Maggie Graul has accepted this invitation.

Willow Springs Test to Stay planning meeting
When

Tue Oct 5, 2021 12pm – 12:45pm Mountain Time - Denver

Joining info Join with Google Meet

Join by phone

Calendar

emaxfield@utah.gov

Who

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

emaxfield@utah.gov - organizer
dknielsen@utah.gov
lorielshazly@utah.gov
julilmiller@utah.gov
sntaylor@utah.gov
mgraul@utah.gov
chernandez1@utah.gov
jen.gerrard@canyonsdistrict.org
Brittany Brown - optional

Planning meeting for Test to Stay testing at WIllow Springs Elementary school where they are close to meeting the threshold. Jen Gerrard will invite the principal.
They would be happy to have us run the entire event with support help from the school. They are open to being flexible with test event hours, but are concerned that with
elementary age kids it may not go as quickly or smoothly as we have all experienced with high school age test to play/stay events in the past.

Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account emaxfield@utah.gov because you are subscribed for invitation replies on calendar emaxfield@utah.gov.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn
More.

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
FROM: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
TO: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>
CC: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>, Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>, Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>, Eric Edwards
<ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>, Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>, Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>, Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>, Keith
Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>, Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>, Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Tyler Plewe
<TylerP@utahcounty.gov>, Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
DATE: 04/10/2021 14:24
We just saw today's Daily School Outbreak report and Edgemont is at 30. Do you want to move forward with scheduling a Test to Stay event for this Wednesday?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 3:37 PM Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov> wrote:
I really like this much better. Thanks

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 3:35 PM
To: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Cc: Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner
<harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie Graul
<mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>; Tyler
Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
The flyers were created around a "seasonal" kind of theme (ie spring, summer, fall etc). The fall flyer highlights back to school because most people associate fall
with back to school time. I found another template that is more generic and I'll attach it here. I have never actually made or shared flyers for any school related test
events.
Hope this helps!
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:45 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
I think this flyer makes it look too much like it is school sponsored testing instead of Community Testing. Can we make some changes to better reflect this is a
community test event?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:25 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello All,
The UDOH Covid-19 Mobile Testing team will be providing free testing on Monday, October 4th in the parking lot at Edgemont Elementary School from 4:30 - 6:30
pm. Our teams will arrive at 4:00 pm to get set up and will plan to use restrooms inside the school if needed.
The link for registration is: https://redcap.link/utah.gov-EDGEMONT
I'm attaching a flyer that you can use to promote the test event in your school and community. The flyer contains all the information about the test event,
including the link to registration along with a QR code which is also attached separately.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.

If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

-Ellen Maxfield
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
FROM: Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>
TO: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
CC: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>, Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>, Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>, Douglas Finch
<douglasf@provo.edu>, Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>, Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>, Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>, Keith
Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>, Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>, Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Tyler Plewe
<TylerP@utahcounty.gov>, Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
DATE: 04/10/2021 15:21
Good Afternoon!
Thank you for checking in.
Just to confirm the data we have...based on our school nurses COVID positive case counts as of 10/4/2021 at 3:00pm:
Edgemont Elementary School has a total of 33 positive cases...28 are students and 5 are teachers/staff members.
3 students will return to school tomorrow, Tuesday, 10/5/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Wednesday, 10/6/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Thursday, 10/7/21 (14 day window will end)
This does not take into consideration "possible" positive reported cases from tonight's community testing event and/or any other positive cases
shared with the school nurse after today.
We would welcome any thoughts about moving forward through the week.
See you all soon!
Make It A Great Day,

JASON GARRISON
Director of Student Services
Provo City School District

280 West 940 North
Provo, UT 84604
T: 801-374-4800
jasong@provo.edu

Clear Eyes, Full Hearts...Can't Lose!
-Friday Night Lights
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, its contents and any attachments to it are confidential to the intended recipient and may contain information that is privileged and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended
recipient, please immediately notify the sender and destroy the original e-mail message, any attachments, and any copies that may have been made from your system or otherwise. Any unauthorized use, copying, disclosure or distribution of this information
is strictly prohibited.

Please note: Utah has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from state employees regarding state business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email communication may be subject to public
disclosure.

On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 2:24 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
We just saw today's Daily School Outbreak report and Edgemont is at 30. Do you want to move forward with scheduling a Test to Stay event for this Wednesday?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 3:37 PM Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov> wrote:
I really like this much better. Thanks

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 3:35 PM
To: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Cc: Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner
<harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie Graul
<mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>; Tyler
Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
The flyers were created around a "seasonal" kind of theme (ie spring, summer, fall etc). The fall flyer highlights back to school because most people associate fall
with back to school time. I found another template that is more generic and I'll attach it here. I have never actually made or shared flyers for any school related test
events.

Hope this helps!
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:45 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
I think this flyer makes it look too much like it is school sponsored testing instead of Community Testing. Can we make some changes to better reflect this is a
community test event?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:25 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello All,
The UDOH Covid-19 Mobile Testing team will be providing free testing on Monday, October 4th in the parking lot at Edgemont Elementary School from 4:30 6:30 pm. Our teams will arrive at 4:00 pm to get set up and will plan to use restrooms inside the school if needed.
The link for registration is: https://redcap.link/utah.gov-EDGEMONT
I'm attaching a flyer that you can use to promote the test event in your school and community. The flyer contains all the information about the test event,
including the link to registration along with a QR code which is also attached separately.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

-Ellen Maxfield
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
FROM: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
TO: Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>
CC: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>, Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>, Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>, Douglas Finch
<douglasf@provo.edu>, Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>, Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>, Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>, Keith
Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>, Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>, Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Tyler Plewe
<TylerP@utahcounty.gov>, Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
DATE: 04/10/2021 15:34
Good to know. Perhaps the data report we were sent includes teachers. Let's see what happens tonight with the community event. If you hit capacity, it would be good to
schedule a planning meeting first thing tomorrow. We have received a test event request for an elementary school in SL County on Thursday, so just want to make sure we
have capacity to test your school this week. Wednesday or Friday will work best for us due to an already very full Thursday event schedule.
Thanks,
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 3:22 PM Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu> wrote:
Good Afternoon!
Thank you for checking in.
Just to confirm the data we have...based on our school nurses COVID positive case counts as of 10/4/2021 at 3:00pm:
Edgemont Elementary School has a total of 33 positive cases...28 are students and 5 are teachers/staff members.
3 students will return to school tomorrow, Tuesday, 10/5/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Wednesday, 10/6/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Thursday, 10/7/21 (14 day window will end)
This does not take into consideration "possible" positive reported cases from tonight's community testing event and/or any other positive cases
shared with the school nurse after today.
We would welcome any thoughts about moving forward through the week.
See you all soon!
Make It A Great Day,

JASON GARRISON
Director of Student Services
Provo City School District

280 West 940 North
Provo, UT 84604
T: 801-374-4800
jasong@provo.edu

Clear Eyes, Full Hearts...Can't Lose!
-Friday Night Lights
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, its contents and any attachments to it are confidential to the intended recipient and may contain information that is privileged and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended
recipient, please immediately notify the sender and destroy the original e-mail message, any attachments, and any copies that may have been made from your system or otherwise. Any unauthorized use, copying, disclosure or distribution of this
information is strictly prohibited.

Please note: Utah has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from state employees regarding state business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email communication may be subject to public
disclosure.

On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 2:24 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
We just saw today's Daily School Outbreak report and Edgemont is at 30. Do you want to move forward with scheduling a Test to Stay event for this Wednesday?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 3:37 PM Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov> wrote:
I really like this much better. Thanks

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov

801-851-7015

From: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 3:35 PM
To: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Cc: Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner
<harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie Graul
<mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>; Tyler
Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
The flyers were created around a "seasonal" kind of theme (ie spring, summer, fall etc). The fall flyer highlights back to school because most people associate fall
with back to school time. I found another template that is more generic and I'll attach it here. I have never actually made or shared flyers for any school related
test events.
Hope this helps!
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:45 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
I think this flyer makes it look too much like it is school sponsored testing instead of Community Testing. Can we make some changes to better reflect this is a
community test event?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:25 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello All,
The UDOH Covid-19 Mobile Testing team will be providing free testing on Monday, October 4th in the parking lot at Edgemont Elementary School from 4:30 6:30 pm. Our teams will arrive at 4:00 pm to get set up and will plan to use restrooms inside the school if needed.
The link for registration is: https://redcap.link/utah.gov-EDGEMONT
I'm attaching a flyer that you can use to promote the test event in your school and community. The flyer contains all the information about the test event,
including the link to registration along with a QR code which is also attached separately.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

-Ellen Maxfield
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
FROM: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
TO: Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>
CC: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>, Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>, Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>, Douglas Finch
<douglasf@provo.edu>, Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>, Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>, Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>, Keith
Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>, Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>, Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Tyler Plewe
<TylerP@utahcounty.gov>, Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
DATE: 05/10/2021 08:02
There were 142 rapid tests performed last night. 12 individuals tested positive. 3 of those identified as being students at Edgemont. Please let us know how you want to
proceed.
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 3:34 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
Good to know. Perhaps the data report we were sent includes teachers. Let's see what happens tonight with the community event. If you hit capacity, it would be good
to schedule a planning meeting first thing tomorrow. We have received a test event request for an elementary school in SL County on Thursday, so just want to make
sure we have capacity to test your school this week. Wednesday or Friday will work best for us due to an already very full Thursday event schedule.
Thanks,
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 3:22 PM Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu> wrote:
Good Afternoon!
Thank you for checking in.
Just to confirm the data we have...based on our school nurses COVID positive case counts as of 10/4/2021 at 3:00pm:
Edgemont Elementary School has a total of 33 positive cases...28 are students and 5 are teachers/staff members.
3 students will return to school tomorrow, Tuesday, 10/5/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Wednesday, 10/6/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Thursday, 10/7/21 (14 day window will end)
This does not take into consideration "possible" positive reported cases from tonight's community testing event and/or any other positive cases
shared with the school nurse after today.
We would welcome any thoughts about moving forward through the week.
See you all soon!
Make It A Great Day,

JASON GARRISON
Director of Student Services
Provo City School District

280 West 940 North
Provo, UT 84604
T: 801-374-4800
jasong@provo.edu

Clear Eyes, Full Hearts...Can't Lose!
-Friday Night Lights
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, its contents and any attachments to it are confidential to the intended recipient and may contain information that is privileged and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended
recipient, please immediately notify the sender and destroy the original e-mail message, any attachments, and any copies that may have been made from your system or otherwise. Any unauthorized use, copying, disclosure or distribution of this
information is strictly prohibited.

Please note: Utah has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from state employees regarding state business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email communication may be subject to public
disclosure.

On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 2:24 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
We just saw today's Daily School Outbreak report and Edgemont is at 30. Do you want to move forward with scheduling a Test to Stay event for this Wednesday?
Juli Miller

COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 3:37 PM Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov> wrote:
I really like this much better. Thanks

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 3:35 PM
To: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Cc: Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner
<harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie Graul
<mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>;
Tyler Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
The flyers were created around a "seasonal" kind of theme (ie spring, summer, fall etc). The fall flyer highlights back to school because most people associate fall
with back to school time. I found another template that is more generic and I'll attach it here. I have never actually made or shared flyers for any school related
test events.
Hope this helps!
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:45 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
I think this flyer makes it look too much like it is school sponsored testing instead of Community Testing. Can we make some changes to better reflect this is a
community test event?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:25 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello All,
The UDOH Covid-19 Mobile Testing team will be providing free testing on Monday, October 4th in the parking lot at Edgemont Elementary School from 4:30 6:30 pm. Our teams will arrive at 4:00 pm to get set up and will plan to use restrooms inside the school if needed.
The link for registration is: https://redcap.link/utah.gov-EDGEMONT
I'm attaching a flyer that you can use to promote the test event in your school and community. The flyer contains all the information about the test event,
including the link to registration along with a QR code which is also attached separately.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not
the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

-Ellen Maxfield
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************

This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
FROM: Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>
TO: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
CC: Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>, Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>, Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>, Brittany Brown
<brittanybrown@utah.gov>, Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>, Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>, Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>, Keith
Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>, Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>, Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Tyler Plewe
<TylerP@utahcounty.gov>, Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
DATE: 05/10/2021 08:14
Our student numbers are 27 right now.

On Tue, Oct 5, 2021 at 8:02 AM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
There were 142 rapid tests performed last night. 12 individuals tested positive. 3 of those identified as being students at Edgemont. Please let us know how you want to
proceed.
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 3:34 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
Good to know. Perhaps the data report we were sent includes teachers. Let's see what happens tonight with the community event. If you hit capacity, it would be good
to schedule a planning meeting first thing tomorrow. We have received a test event request for an elementary school in SL County on Thursday, so just want to make
sure we have capacity to test your school this week. Wednesday or Friday will work best for us due to an already very full Thursday event schedule.
Thanks,
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 3:22 PM Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu> wrote:
Good Afternoon!
Thank you for checking in.
Just to confirm the data we have...based on our school nurses COVID positive case counts as of 10/4/2021 at 3:00pm:
Edgemont Elementary School has a total of 33 positive cases...28 are students and 5 are teachers/staff members.
3 students will return to school tomorrow, Tuesday, 10/5/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Wednesday, 10/6/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Thursday, 10/7/21 (14 day window will end)
This does not take into consideration "possible" positive reported cases from tonight's community testing event and/or any other positive
cases shared with the school nurse after today.
We would welcome any thoughts about moving forward through the week.
See you all soon!
Make It A Great Day,

JASON GARRISON
Director of Student Services
Provo City School District

280 West 940 North
Provo, UT 84604
T: 801-374-4800
jasong@provo.edu

Clear Eyes, Full Hearts...Can't Lose!
-Friday Night Lights
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, its contents and any attachments to it are confidential to the intended recipient and may contain information that is privileged and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, please immediately notify the sender and destroy the original e-mail message, any attachments, and any copies that may have been made from your system or otherwise. Any unauthorized use, copying, disclosure or distribution of
this information is strictly prohibited.

Please note: Utah has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from state employees regarding state business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email communication may be subject to public
disclosure.

On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 2:24 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:

We just saw today's Daily School Outbreak report and Edgemont is at 30. Do you want to move forward with scheduling a Test to Stay event for this Wednesday?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 3:37 PM Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov> wrote:
I really like this much better. Thanks

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 3:35 PM
To: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Cc: Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner
<harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie Graul
<mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>;
Tyler Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
The flyers were created around a "seasonal" kind of theme (ie spring, summer, fall etc). The fall flyer highlights back to school because most people associate
fall with back to school time. I found another template that is more generic and I'll attach it here. I have never actually made or shared flyers for any school
related test events.
Hope this helps!
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:45 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
I think this flyer makes it look too much like it is school sponsored testing instead of Community Testing. Can we make some changes to better reflect this is a
community test event?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:25 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello All,
The UDOH Covid-19 Mobile Testing team will be providing free testing on Monday, October 4th in the parking lot at Edgemont Elementary School from 4:30
- 6:30 pm. Our teams will arrive at 4:00 pm to get set up and will plan to use restrooms inside the school if needed.
The link for registration is: https://redcap.link/utah.gov-EDGEMONT
I'm attaching a flyer that you can use to promote the test event in your school and community. The flyer contains all the information about the test event,
including the link to registration along with a QR code which is also attached separately.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not
the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

-Ellen Maxfield
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.

If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

-Heather Chatwin RN, PHN School Nurse
Cell: 801-310-5792
heatherc@provo.edu
Canyon Crest Elementary Phone: 801-221-9873 * Fax: 801-221-9989
Edgemont Elementary Phone: 801-221-9984 * Fax: 801-221-9987
Provost Elementary Phone: 801-374-4960 * Fax: 801-374-4962
Wasatch Elementary Phone: 801-374-4910 * Fax: 801-374-4912
Utah County Health Department

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are
addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify the system manager. This message contains confidential information and is
intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this email. Please
notify the sender immediately by email if you have received this email by mistake and delete this email from your system. If you are not the
intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is
strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: RE: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
FROM: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>
TO: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>, Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>
CC: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>, Brittany Brown<brittanybrown@utah.gov>, Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>, Eric
Edwards<ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>, Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>, HeatherChatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>, Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>,
Maggie Graul<mgraul@utah.gov>, Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>, SharonTaylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Tyler Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>,
LoriElshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
DATE: 05/10/2021 08:17
If you could send those names people to me. Thanks

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, October 5, 2021 8:02 AM
To: Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>
Cc: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>; Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>; Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch
<douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel
<keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Tyler Plewe
<TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
There were 142 rapid tests performed last night. 12 individuals tested positive. 3 of those identified as being students at Edgemont. Please let us know how you want
to proceed.
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 3:34 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
Good to know. Perhaps the data report we were sent includes teachers. Let's see what happens tonight with the community event. If you hit capacity, it would be
good to schedule a planning meeting first thing tomorrow. We have received a test event request for an elementary school in SL County on Thursday, so just want
to make sure we have capacity to test your school this week. Wednesday or Friday will work best for us due to an already very full Thursday event schedule.
Thanks,
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 3:22 PM Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu> wrote:
Good Afternoon!
Thank you for checking in.
Just to confirm the data we have...based on our school nurses COVID positive case counts as of 10/4/2021 at 3:00pm:
Edgemont Elementary School has a total of 33 positive cases...28 are students and 5 are teachers/staff members.
3 students will return to school tomorrow, Tuesday, 10/5/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Wednesday, 10/6/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Thursday, 10/7/21 (14 day window will end)
This does not take into consideration "possible" positive reported cases from tonight's community testing event and/or any other positive cases shared
with the school nurse after today.
We would welcome any thoughts about moving forward through the week.
See you all soon!
Make It A Great Day,

JASON GARRISON
Director of Student Services
Provo City School District

280 West 940 North
Provo, UT 84604
T: 801-374-4800
jasong@provo.edu

Clear Eyes, Full Hearts...Can't Lose!
-Friday Night Lights

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, its contents and any attachments to it are confidential to the intended recipient and may contain information that is privileged and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended
recipient, please immediately notify the sender and destroy the original e-mail message, any attachments, and any copies that may have been made from your system or otherwise. Any unauthorized use, copying, disclosure or distribution of this
information is strictly prohibited.
Please note: Utah has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from state employees regarding state business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email communication may be subject to
public disclosure.

On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 2:24 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
We just saw today's Daily School Outbreak report and Edgemont is at 30. Do you want to move forward with scheduling a Test to Stay event for this
Wednesday?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 3:37 PM Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov> wrote:
I really like this much better. Thanks

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 3:35 PM
To: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Cc: Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner
<harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie Graul
<mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>;
Tyler Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
The flyers were created around a "seasonal" kind of theme (ie spring, summer, fall etc). The fall flyer highlights back to school because most people
associate fall with back to school time. I found another template that is more generic and I'll attach it here. I have never actually made or shared flyers for
any school related test events.
Hope this helps!
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:45 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
I think this flyer makes it look too much like it is school sponsored testing instead of Community Testing. Can we make some changes to better reflect this
is a community test event?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:25 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello All,
The UDOH Covid-19 Mobile Testing team will be providing free testing on Monday, October 4th in the parking lot at Edgemont Elementary School from
4:30 - 6:30 pm. Our teams will arrive at 4:00 pm to get set up and will plan to use restrooms inside the school if needed.
The link for registration is: https://redcap.link/utah.gov-EDGEMONT
I'm attaching a flyer that you can use to promote the test event in your school and community. The flyer contains all the information about the test
event, including the link to registration along with a QR code which is also attached separately.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are
not the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not
the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.

If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

-Ellen Maxfield
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: RE: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
FROM: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>
TO: Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>, Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
CC: Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>, Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>,Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>, Douglas Finch
<douglasf@provo.edu>,Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>, Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>,Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>, Maggie Graul
<mgraul@utah.gov>, NicoleBissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>,Tyler Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>, Lori Elshazly
<lorielshazly@utah.gov>
DATE: 05/10/2021 08:22
If we have 3 added that would be 30 but 2 come off tomorrow and 2 on Thursday.

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, October 5, 2021 8:15 AM
To: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Cc: Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>; Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>; Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>; Brittany Brown
<brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel
<keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Tyler Plewe
<TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
Our student numbers are 27 right now.
On Tue, Oct 5, 2021 at 8:02 AM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
There were 142 rapid tests performed last night. 12 individuals tested positive. 3 of those identified as being students at Edgemont. Please let us know how you
want to proceed.
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 3:34 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
Good to know. Perhaps the data report we were sent includes teachers. Let's see what happens tonight with the community event. If you hit capacity, it would
be good to schedule a planning meeting first thing tomorrow. We have received a test event request for an elementary school in SL County on Thursday, so just
want to make sure we have capacity to test your school this week. Wednesday or Friday will work best for us due to an already very full Thursday event schedule.
Thanks,
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 3:22 PM Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu> wrote:
Good Afternoon!
Thank you for checking in.
Just to confirm the data we have...based on our school nurses COVID positive case counts as of 10/4/2021 at 3:00pm:
Edgemont Elementary School has a total of 33 positive cases...28 are students and 5 are teachers/staff members.
3 students will return to school tomorrow, Tuesday, 10/5/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Wednesday, 10/6/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Thursday, 10/7/21 (14 day window will end)
This does not take into consideration "possible" positive reported cases from tonight's community testing event and/or any other positive cases
shared with the school nurse after today.
We would welcome any thoughts about moving forward through the week.
See you all soon!
Make It A Great Day,

JASON GARRISON
Director of Student Services
Provo City School District

280 West 940 North
Provo, UT 84604

T: 801-374-4800
jasong@provo.edu

Clear Eyes, Full Hearts...Can't Lose!
-Friday Night Lights
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, its contents and any attachments to it are confidential to the intended recipient and may contain information that is privileged and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, please immediately notify the sender and destroy the original e-mail message, any attachments, and any copies that may have been made from your system or otherwise. Any unauthorized use, copying, disclosure or distribution
of this information is strictly prohibited.
Please note: Utah has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from state employees regarding state business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email communication may be subject to
public disclosure.

On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 2:24 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
We just saw today's Daily School Outbreak report and Edgemont is at 30. Do you want to move forward with scheduling a Test to Stay event for this
Wednesday?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 3:37 PM Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov> wrote:
I really like this much better. Thanks

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 3:35 PM
To: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Cc: Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner
<harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie Graul
<mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Suzanne Livingston
<SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>; Tyler Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
The flyers were created around a "seasonal" kind of theme (ie spring, summer, fall etc). The fall flyer highlights back to school because most people
associate fall with back to school time. I found another template that is more generic and I'll attach it here. I have never actually made or shared flyers for
any school related test events.
Hope this helps!
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:45 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
I think this flyer makes it look too much like it is school sponsored testing instead of Community Testing. Can we make some changes to better reflect
this is a community test event?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:25 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello All,
The UDOH Covid-19 Mobile Testing team will be providing free testing on Monday, October 4th in the parking lot at Edgemont Elementary School
from 4:30 - 6:30 pm. Our teams will arrive at 4:00 pm to get set up and will plan to use restrooms inside the school if needed.
The link for registration is: https://redcap.link/utah.gov-EDGEMONT
I'm attaching a flyer that you can use to promote the test event in your school and community. The flyer contains all the information about the test
event, including the link to registration along with a QR code which is also attached separately.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you
are not the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.

If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are
not the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

-Ellen Maxfield
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not
the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

-Heather Chatwin RN, PHN School Nurse
Cell: 801-310-5792
heatherc@provo.edu
Canyon Crest Elementary Phone: 801-221-9873 * Fax: 801-221-9989
Edgemont Elementary Phone: 801-221-9984 * Fax: 801-221-9987
Provost Elementary Phone: 801-374-4960 * Fax: 801-374-4962
Wasatch Elementary Phone: 801-374-4910 * Fax: 801-374-4912
Utah County Health Department

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have
received this email in error please notify the system manager. This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If
you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this email. Please notify the sender immediately by email if you have
received this email by mistake and delete this email from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying,
distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
FROM: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
TO: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>
CC: Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>, Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>, Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>, Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>,
Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>, Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>, Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>, Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>,
Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>, Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Tyler Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>, Lori
Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
DATE: 05/10/2021 08:27
SuzanneI just sent you the names through our result email.
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Tue, Oct 5, 2021 at 8:17 AM Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov> wrote:
If you could send those names people to me. Thanks

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, October 5, 2021 8:02 AM
To: Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>
Cc: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>; Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>; Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch
<douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel
<keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Tyler Plewe
<TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
There were 142 rapid tests performed last night. 12 individuals tested positive. 3 of those identified as being students at Edgemont. Please let us know how you
want to proceed.
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 3:34 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
Good to know. Perhaps the data report we were sent includes teachers. Let's see what happens tonight with the community event. If you hit capacity, it would be
good to schedule a planning meeting first thing tomorrow. We have received a test event request for an elementary school in SL County on Thursday, so just want
to make sure we have capacity to test your school this week. Wednesday or Friday will work best for us due to an already very full Thursday event schedule.
Thanks,
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 3:22 PM Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu> wrote:
Good Afternoon!
Thank you for checking in.
Just to confirm the data we have...based on our school nurses COVID positive case counts as of 10/4/2021 at 3:00pm:
Edgemont Elementary School has a total of 33 positive cases...28 are students and 5 are teachers/staff members.
3 students will return to school tomorrow, Tuesday, 10/5/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Wednesday, 10/6/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Thursday, 10/7/21 (14 day window will end)
This does not take into consideration "possible" positive reported cases from tonight's community testing event and/or any other positive cases shared
with the school nurse after today.
We would welcome any thoughts about moving forward through the week.
See you all soon!

Make It A Great Day,

JASON GARRISON
Director of Student Services
Provo City School District

280 West 940 North
Provo, UT 84604
T: 801-374-4800
jasong@provo.edu

Clear Eyes, Full Hearts...Can't Lose!
-Friday Night Lights
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, its contents and any attachments to it are confidential to the intended recipient and may contain information that is privileged and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended
recipient, please immediately notify the sender and destroy the original e-mail message, any attachments, and any copies that may have been made from your system or otherwise. Any unauthorized use, copying, disclosure or distribution of this
information is strictly prohibited.
Please note: Utah has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from state employees regarding state business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email communication may be subject to
public disclosure.

On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 2:24 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
We just saw today's Daily School Outbreak report and Edgemont is at 30. Do you want to move forward with scheduling a Test to Stay event for this
Wednesday?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 3:37 PM Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov> wrote:
I really like this much better. Thanks

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 3:35 PM
To: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Cc: Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner
<harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie Graul
<mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Suzanne Livingston
<SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>; Tyler Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
The flyers were created around a "seasonal" kind of theme (ie spring, summer, fall etc). The fall flyer highlights back to school because most people
associate fall with back to school time. I found another template that is more generic and I'll attach it here. I have never actually made or shared flyers for
any school related test events.
Hope this helps!
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:45 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
I think this flyer makes it look too much like it is school sponsored testing instead of Community Testing. Can we make some changes to better reflect
this is a community test event?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:25 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello All,
The UDOH Covid-19 Mobile Testing team will be providing free testing on Monday, October 4th in the parking lot at Edgemont Elementary School from
4:30 - 6:30 pm. Our teams will arrive at 4:00 pm to get set up and will plan to use restrooms inside the school if needed.
The link for registration is: https://redcap.link/utah.gov-EDGEMONT
I'm attaching a flyer that you can use to promote the test event in your school and community. The flyer contains all the information about the test
event, including the link to registration along with a QR code which is also attached separately.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
--

1

Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are
not the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are
not the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

-Ellen Maxfield
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If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
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This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
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If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: RE: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
FROM: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>
TO: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
CC: Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>, Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>,Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>, Douglas Finch
<douglasf@provo.edu>,Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>, Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>,Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>, Keith
Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>, MaggieGraul <mgraul@utah.gov>, Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>,Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Tyler Plewe
<TylerP@utahcounty.gov>, LoriElshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
DATE: 05/10/2021 08:29
Thanks I just got it. Thanks so much

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, October 5, 2021 8:27 AM
To: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>
Cc: Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>; Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>; Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric
Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie
Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Tyler Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly
<lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
SuzanneI just sent you the names through our result email.
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Tue, Oct 5, 2021 at 8:17 AM Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov> wrote:
If you could send those names people to me. Thanks

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, October 5, 2021 8:02 AM
To: Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>
Cc: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>; Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>; Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch
<douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Keith
Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Tyler Plewe
<TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
There were 142 rapid tests performed last night. 12 individuals tested positive. 3 of those identified as being students at Edgemont. Please let us know how you
want to proceed.
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 3:34 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
Good to know. Perhaps the data report we were sent includes teachers. Let's see what happens tonight with the community event. If you hit capacity, it would
be good to schedule a planning meeting first thing tomorrow. We have received a test event request for an elementary school in SL County on Thursday, so just
want to make sure we have capacity to test your school this week. Wednesday or Friday will work best for us due to an already very full Thursday event schedule.
Thanks,
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 3:22 PM Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu> wrote:
Good Afternoon!

Thank you for checking in.
Just to confirm the data we have...based on our school nurses COVID positive case counts as of 10/4/2021 at 3:00pm:
Edgemont Elementary School has a total of 33 positive cases...28 are students and 5 are teachers/staff members.
3 students will return to school tomorrow, Tuesday, 10/5/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Wednesday, 10/6/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Thursday, 10/7/21 (14 day window will end)
This does not take into consideration "possible" positive reported cases from tonight's community testing event and/or any other positive cases
shared with the school nurse after today.
We would welcome any thoughts about moving forward through the week.
See you all soon!
Make It A Great Day,

JASON GARRISON
Director of Student Services
Provo City School District

280 West 940 North
Provo, UT 84604
T: 801-374-4800
jasong@provo.edu

Clear Eyes, Full Hearts...Can't Lose!
-Friday Night Lights
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, its contents and any attachments to it are confidential to the intended recipient and may contain information that is privileged and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, please immediately notify the sender and destroy the original e-mail message, any attachments, and any copies that may have been made from your system or otherwise. Any unauthorized use, copying, disclosure or distribution
of this information is strictly prohibited.
Please note: Utah has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from state employees regarding state business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email communication may be subject to
public disclosure.

On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 2:24 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
We just saw today's Daily School Outbreak report and Edgemont is at 30. Do you want to move forward with scheduling a Test to Stay event for this
Wednesday?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 3:37 PM Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov> wrote:
I really like this much better. Thanks

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 3:35 PM
To: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Cc: Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner
<harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie Graul
<mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Suzanne Livingston
<SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>; Tyler Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
The flyers were created around a "seasonal" kind of theme (ie spring, summer, fall etc). The fall flyer highlights back to school because most people
associate fall with back to school time. I found another template that is more generic and I'll attach it here. I have never actually made or shared flyers for
any school related test events.
Hope this helps!
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:45 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
I think this flyer makes it look too much like it is school sponsored testing instead of Community Testing. Can we make some changes to better reflect
this is a community test event?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov

On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:25 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello All,
The UDOH Covid-19 Mobile Testing team will be providing free testing on Monday, October 4th in the parking lot at Edgemont Elementary School
from 4:30 - 6:30 pm. Our teams will arrive at 4:00 pm to get set up and will plan to use restrooms inside the school if needed.
The link for registration is: https://redcap.link/utah.gov-EDGEMONT
I'm attaching a flyer that you can use to promote the test event in your school and community. The flyer contains all the information about the test
event, including the link to registration along with a QR code which is also attached separately.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you
are not the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are
not the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

-Ellen Maxfield
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not
the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
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This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
FROM: Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>
TO: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>
CC: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>, Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>, Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>, Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>, Eric
Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>, Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>, Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>, Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>,
Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>, Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Tyler Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>, Lori
Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
DATE: 05/10/2021 08:35
Suzanne and Heather,
Please let Jason, Caleb, and I know when you're ready to discuss the updated count on our numbers for today. We're ready to determine if we need to schedule the Test
to Stay, or if our numbers are projected to stay just below the standard and even diminish over the next couple of days. Thank you for everyone's willingness to help and
support.
Doug Finch, Assistant Superintendent
Student Services Department
Provo City School District
280 West 940 North
Provo, UT 84604
Email: douglasf@provo.edu

On Tue, Oct 5, 2021 at 8:29 AM Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov> wrote:
Thanks I just got it. Thanks so much

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, October 5, 2021 8:27 AM
To: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>
Cc: Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>; Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>; Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>;
Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>;
Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Tyler Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori
Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
SuzanneI just sent you the names through our result email.
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Tue, Oct 5, 2021 at 8:17 AM Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov> wrote:
If you could send those names people to me. Thanks

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, October 5, 2021 8:02 AM
To: Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>
Cc: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>; Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>; Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch
<douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Keith
Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Tyler Plewe
<TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
There were 142 rapid tests performed last night. 12 individuals tested positive. 3 of those identified as being students at Edgemont. Please let us know how you
want to proceed.
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 3:34 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
Good to know. Perhaps the data report we were sent includes teachers. Let's see what happens tonight with the community event. If you hit capacity, it would
be good to schedule a planning meeting first thing tomorrow. We have received a test event request for an elementary school in SL County on Thursday, so just

want to make sure we have capacity to test your school this week. Wednesday or Friday will work best for us due to an already very full Thursday event
schedule.
Thanks,
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 3:22 PM Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu> wrote:
Good Afternoon!
Thank you for checking in.
Just to confirm the data we have...based on our school nurses COVID positive case counts as of 10/4/2021 at 3:00pm:
Edgemont Elementary School has a total of 33 positive cases...28 are students and 5 are teachers/staff members.
3 students will return to school tomorrow, Tuesday, 10/5/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Wednesday, 10/6/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Thursday, 10/7/21 (14 day window will end)
This does not take into consideration "possible" positive reported cases from tonight's community testing event and/or any other positive cases
shared with the school nurse after today.
We would welcome any thoughts about moving forward through the week.
See you all soon!
Make It A Great Day,

JASON GARRISON
Director of Student Services
Provo City School District

280 West 940 North
Provo, UT 84604
T: 801-374-4800
jasong@provo.edu

Clear Eyes, Full Hearts...Can't Lose!
-Friday Night Lights
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, its contents and any attachments to it are confidential to the intended recipient and may contain information that is privileged and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, please immediately notify the sender and destroy the original e-mail message, any attachments, and any copies that may have been made from your system or otherwise. Any unauthorized use, copying, disclosure or
distribution of this information is strictly prohibited.
Please note: Utah has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from state employees regarding state business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email communication may be subject to
public disclosure.

On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 2:24 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
We just saw today's Daily School Outbreak report and Edgemont is at 30. Do you want to move forward with scheduling a Test to Stay event for this
Wednesday?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 3:37 PM Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov> wrote:
I really like this much better. Thanks

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 3:35 PM
To: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Cc: Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner
<harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie Graul
<mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Suzanne Livingston
<SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>; Tyler Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
The flyers were created around a "seasonal" kind of theme (ie spring, summer, fall etc). The fall flyer highlights back to school because most people
associate fall with back to school time. I found another template that is more generic and I'll attach it here. I have never actually made or shared flyers

for any school related test events.
Hope this helps!
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:45 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
I think this flyer makes it look too much like it is school sponsored testing instead of Community Testing. Can we make some changes to better reflect
this is a community test event?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:25 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello All,
The UDOH Covid-19 Mobile Testing team will be providing free testing on Monday, October 4th in the parking lot at Edgemont Elementary School
from 4:30 - 6:30 pm. Our teams will arrive at 4:00 pm to get set up and will plan to use restrooms inside the school if needed.
The link for registration is: https://redcap.link/utah.gov-EDGEMONT
I'm attaching a flyer that you can use to promote the test event in your school and community. The flyer contains all the information about the test
event, including the link to registration along with a QR code which is also attached separately.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you
are not the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are
not the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

-Ellen Maxfield
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are
not the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not
the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
FROM: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
TO: Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>
CC: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>, Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>, Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>, Brittany Brown
<brittanybrown@utah.gov>, Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>, Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>, Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>, Keith
Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>, Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>, Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Tyler Plewe
<TylerP@utahcounty.gov>, Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
DATE: 05/10/2021 10:06
The MTT has a very busy schedule already this week. If a decision could be made sooner rather than later whether a test event will be needed it would be appreciated.
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Tue, Oct 5, 2021 at 8:35 AM Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu> wrote:
Suzanne and Heather,
Please let Jason, Caleb, and I know when you're ready to discuss the updated count on our numbers for today. We're ready to determine if we need to schedule the Test
to Stay, or if our numbers are projected to stay just below the standard and even diminish over the next couple of days. Thank you for everyone's willingness to help and
support.
Doug Finch, Assistant Superintendent
Student Services Department
Provo City School District
280 West 940 North
Provo, UT 84604
Email: douglasf@provo.edu

On Tue, Oct 5, 2021 at 8:29 AM Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov> wrote:
Thanks I just got it. Thanks so much

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, October 5, 2021 8:27 AM
To: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>
Cc: Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>; Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>; Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>;
Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>;
Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Tyler Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori
Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
SuzanneI just sent you the names through our result email.
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Tue, Oct 5, 2021 at 8:17 AM Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov> wrote:
If you could send those names people to me. Thanks

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, October 5, 2021 8:02 AM
To: Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>
Cc: Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>; Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>; Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch
<douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner <harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Keith
Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Tyler Plewe
<TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
There were 142 rapid tests performed last night. 12 individuals tested positive. 3 of those identified as being students at Edgemont. Please let us know how you
want to proceed.

Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 3:34 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
Good to know. Perhaps the data report we were sent includes teachers. Let's see what happens tonight with the community event. If you hit capacity, it would
be good to schedule a planning meeting first thing tomorrow. We have received a test event request for an elementary school in SL County on Thursday, so
just want to make sure we have capacity to test your school this week. Wednesday or Friday will work best for us due to an already very full Thursday event
schedule.
Thanks,
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 3:22 PM Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu> wrote:
Good Afternoon!
Thank you for checking in.
Just to confirm the data we have...based on our school nurses COVID positive case counts as of 10/4/2021 at 3:00pm:
Edgemont Elementary School has a total of 33 positive cases...28 are students and 5 are teachers/staff members.
3 students will return to school tomorrow, Tuesday, 10/5/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Wednesday, 10/6/21 (14 day window will end)
2 students will return to school on Thursday, 10/7/21 (14 day window will end)
This does not take into consideration "possible" positive reported cases from tonight's community testing event and/or any other positive cases
shared with the school nurse after today.
We would welcome any thoughts about moving forward through the week.
See you all soon!
Make It A Great Day,

JASON GARRISON
Director of Student Services
Provo City School District

280 West 940 North
Provo, UT 84604
T: 801-374-4800
jasong@provo.edu

Clear Eyes, Full Hearts...Can't Lose!
-Friday Night Lights
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, its contents and any attachments to it are confidential to the intended recipient and may contain information that is privileged and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, please immediately notify the sender and destroy the original e-mail message, any attachments, and any copies that may have been made from your system or otherwise. Any unauthorized use, copying, disclosure or
distribution of this information is strictly prohibited.
Please note: Utah has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from state employees regarding state business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email communication may be subject
to public disclosure.

On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 2:24 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
We just saw today's Daily School Outbreak report and Edgemont is at 30. Do you want to move forward with scheduling a Test to Stay event for this
Wednesday?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 3:37 PM Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov> wrote:
I really like this much better. Thanks

Suzanne Livingston RN
Bureau Director School Nursing
suzannel@utahcounty.gov
801-851-7015

From: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 3:35 PM
To: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
Cc: Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>; Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>; Eric Edwards <ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>; Harmony Kartchner
<harmonyk@provo.edu>; Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>; Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>; Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>; Maggie
Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>; Nicole Bissonette <nicolebissonette@utah.gov>; Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>; Suzanne Livingston
<SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>; Tyler Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>; Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
Subject: Re: Confirmation - Community Test Event at Edgemont Elementary
The flyers were created around a "seasonal" kind of theme (ie spring, summer, fall etc). The fall flyer highlights back to school because most people
associate fall with back to school time. I found another template that is more generic and I'll attach it here. I have never actually made or shared flyers
for any school related test events.
Hope this helps!
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:45 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
I think this flyer makes it look too much like it is school sponsored testing instead of Community Testing. Can we make some changes to better
reflect this is a community test event?
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Fri, Oct 1, 2021 at 12:25 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello All,
The UDOH Covid-19 Mobile Testing team will be providing free testing on Monday, October 4th in the parking lot at Edgemont Elementary School
from 4:30 - 6:30 pm. Our teams will arrive at 4:00 pm to get set up and will plan to use restrooms inside the school if needed.
The link for registration is: https://redcap.link/utah.gov-EDGEMONT
I'm attaching a flyer that you can use to promote the test event in your school and community. The flyer contains all the information about the test
event, including the link to registration along with a QR code which is also attached separately.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you
are not the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
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-Ellen Maxfield
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*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
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SUBJECT: Invitation: (BN)(Canyons) Willow Springs Elementary - 900 @ Thu Oct7, 2021 9am - 3pm (MDT) (mgraul@utah.gov)
FROM: Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>
TO: mgraul@utah.gov, Debbi Nielsen <dknielsen@utah.gov>, julilmiller@utah.gov, Wesley Hassell <whassell@utah.gov>, kparkinson@utah.gov, Schuyler Labrum
<slabrum@utah.gov>, marianney.yule@canyonsdistrict.org, Manu Mauri <mmauri@utah.gov>, k-12testing@utah.gov, sntaylor@utah.gov, Cristal Hernandez
<chernandez1@utah.gov>, hrose@slco.org, jen.gerrard@canyonsdistrict.org
DATE: 05/10/2021 13:43
You have been invited to the following event.

(BN)(Canyons) Willow Springs Elementary - 900
When

Thu Oct 7, 2021 9am – 3pm Mountain Time - Denver

Where

13288 S Lone Rock Dr, Draper, UT 84020 (map)

Calendar

mgraul@utah.gov

Who

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

more details »

lorielshazly@utah.gov - creator
Debbi Nielsen
julilmiller@utah.gov
Wesley Hassell
mgraul@utah.gov
kparkinson@utah.gov
Schuyler Labrum
marianney.yule@canyonsdistrict.org
Manu Mauri
k-12testing@utah.gov
sntaylor@utah.gov
Cristal Hernandez
hrose@slco.org
jen.gerrard@canyonsdistrict.org

Attachments Canyons School District QR Code Printout.docx
4 MTT test teams / MTT to bring own PPE
Testing located in the Gym.
Students will be brought down by class by school staff. Students will return to class to wait for results. The school will provide a point person who will
communicate any positive results to the student directly and escort to the office to await parent pick up.
Testing will be held on Thursday. There will also be a community test event held at the same location also on Thursday from 3:30pm- 6pm.
Test to Stay test event.
Registration link below, QR code attached.
https://redcap.link/utah.gov-CanyonsSD

Going (mgraul@utah.gov)? Yes - Maybe - No more options »
Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account mgraul@utah.gov because you are subscribed for invitations on calendar mgraul@utah.gov.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn
More.

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Invitation: (TCST)(DRAPER) Draper Community Event- 200 @ Thu Oct 7,2021 3:30pm - 6pm (MDT) (mgraul@utah.gov)
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: mgraul@utah.gov, Debbi Nielsen <dknielsen@utah.gov>, julilmiller@utah.gov, Wesley Hassell <whassell@utah.gov>, kparkinson@utah.gov, Schuyler Labrum
<slabrum@utah.gov>, plmoyer@utah.gov, marianney.yule@canyonsdistrict.org, Manu Mauri <mmauri@utah.gov>, k-12testing@utah.gov, sntaylor@utah.gov, Cristal
Hernandez <chernandez1@utah.gov>, hrose@slco.org, jen.gerrard@canyonsdistrict.org
DATE: 05/10/2021 15:03
You have been invited to the following event.

(TCST)(DRAPER) Draper Community Event- 200
When

Thu Oct 7, 2021 3:30pm – 6pm Mountain Time - Denver

Where

13288 S Lone Rock Dr, Draper, UT 84020 (map)

Calendar

mgraul@utah.gov

Who

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

more details »

emaxfield@utah.gov - creator
Debbi Nielsen
julilmiller@utah.gov
Wesley Hassell
mgraul@utah.gov
kparkinson@utah.gov
Schuyler Labrum
plmoyer@utah.gov
marianney.yule@canyonsdistrict.org
Manu Mauri
k-12testing@utah.gov
sntaylor@utah.gov
Cristal Hernandez
hrose@slco.org
jen.gerrard@canyonsdistrict.org

Attachments Draper Community event flyer.pdf
Draper Community Test Event QR Code.docx
150 Rapid, 50 PCR = 200 (guesstimate)
Testing located in the Gym.
Test to Stay testing will be held on Thursday during the day. This is a community test event held at the same location also on Thursday from 3:30pm- 6pm. There
may be some students who had a positive result at the Test to Stay event who return for a confirmatory test.

Registration link below, QR code attached.
https://redcap.link/utah.gov-DRAPER

Going (mgraul@utah.gov)? Yes - Maybe - No more options »
Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account mgraul@utah.gov because you are subscribed for invitations on calendar mgraul@utah.gov.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn
More.

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Invitation: (TCST)(EDGEMONT) Edgemont -200 @ Fri Oct 8, 2021 2pm -4pm (MDT) (mgraul@utah.gov)
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: tylerp@utahcounty.gov, Heather Chatwin <heatherc@provo.edu>, Keith Rittel <keithr@provo.edu>, ericse@utahcounty.gov, Harmony Kartchner
<harmonyk@provo.edu>, Jason Garrison <jasong@provo.edu>, Cristal Hernandez <chernandez1@utah.gov>, Suzanne Livingston <suzannel@utahcounty.gov>,
Douglas Finch <douglasf@provo.edu>
CC: mgraul@utah.gov, dknielsen@utah.gov, julilmiller@utah.gov, Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>, sntaylor@utah.gov, Nicole Bissonette
<nicolebissonette@utah.gov>
DATE: 05/10/2021 15:57
You have been invited to the following event.

(TCST)(EDGEMONT) Edgemont -200
When

Fri Oct 8, 2021 2pm – 4pm Mountain Time - Denver

Where

Edgemont Elementary School, 566 E 3650 N St, Provo, UT 84604, USA (map)

Calendar

mgraul@utah.gov

Who

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

more details »

emaxfield@utah.gov - creator
tylerp@utahcounty.gov
Heather Chatwin
Keith Rittel
ericse@utahcounty.gov
Harmony Kartchner
Jason Garrison
Cristal Hernandez
Suzanne Livingston
Douglas Finch
dknielsen@utah.gov - optional
julilmiller@utah.gov - optional
mgraul@utah.gov - optional
Brittany Brown - optional
sntaylor@utah.gov - optional
Nicole Bissonette - optional

Attachments Edgemont flyer v2.pdf
Edgemont QR Code Printout.docx
Edgemont.png
Community Test Event held in the Edgemont Elementary School, following the Test to Stay test event which will be held in the morning.
Test team members - Please ask any school age participants what school they go to and ensure that results are coded to their school.
Restroom access inside the school.
Registration link below:
https://redcap.link/utah.gov-EDGEMONT
Your attendance is optional.
Going (mgraul@utah.gov)? Yes - Maybe - No more options »
Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account mgraul@utah.gov because you are subscribed for invitations on calendar mgraul@utah.gov.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn
More.

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Cedar Fort Community test event
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: Aislynn Tolman-Hill <aislynnt@utahcounty.gov>, davidcf@utahcounty.gov, Debbi Nielsen <dknielsen@utah.gov>, Eric Edwards <ericse@utahcounty.gov>, Juli
Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>, Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>, mdejournett@alpinedistrict.org, Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>, michaell@utahcounty.gov,
Pamela Moyer <plmoyer@utah.gov>, Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov>, sfarnsworth@alpinedistrict.org, shayes@alpinedistrict.org, Suzanne Livingston
<suzannel@utahcounty.gov>, Tyler Plewe <tylerp@utahcounty.gov>, Wesley Hassell <whassell@utah.gov>, Kristi Parkinson <kparkinson@utah.gov>
DATE: 19/10/2021 15:51
Hello All,
Hopefully everyone received a google calendar invitation for the test event. (if I missed anyone, feel free to add them to the event) Inside the calendar event you will find the
registration link and the QR code which links to registration along with a map of the test site as we discussed earlier today.
I'm attaching the promotional flyer to this email. Please share it far and wide!
As a reminder, the test event is from 11:00 am - 1:00 pm on Saturday, October 22. The UDOH Mobile Test team will bring the mobile van to the LDS church parking lot
about 30 minutes prior to the event to get set up. The test team does not require anything from the school or church with the exception of bathroom access.
There are 2 things we need to finalize this community test event:
1. a list of the schools you would like available in the drop down box for students who may come to the test event, and
2. the name and cell phone for the point of contact at the church.
If either or both of these things have already been forwarded to Juli Miller, then disregard. She is in meetings all afternoon and we haven't spoken since the zoom call.
Please let me know if you have any questions!
Ellen
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: Cedar Fort Community test event
FROM: Sue Hayes <shayes@alpinedistrict.org>
TO: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
CC: Aislynn Tolman-Hill <aislynnt@utahcounty.gov>, David Flinders <davidcf@utahcounty.gov>, Debbi Nielsen <dknielsen@utah.gov>, Eric Edwards
<ericse@utahcounty.gov>, Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>, Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>, MANDY DEJOURNETT <mdejournett@alpinedistrict.org>,
Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>, michaell@utahcounty.gov, Pamela Moyer <plmoyer@utah.gov>, Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov>, Shane Farnsworth
<sfarnsworth@alpinedistrict.org>, Suzanne Livingston <suzannel@utahcounty.gov>, Tyler Plewe <tylerp@utahcounty.gov>, Wesley Hassell <whassell@utah.gov>, Kristi
Parkinson <kparkinson@utah.gov>
DATE: 19/10/2021 15:59
Cedar Valley Elementary
Mountain Trails Elementary
Cedar Valley High School
Eagle Valley Elementary
Frontier Middle School

Sincerely,
Sue Hayes
Director of Student Services
Alpine School District
https://alpineschools.org/studentservices/

On Tue, Oct 19, 2021 at 3:52 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello All,
Hopefully everyone received a google calendar invitation for the test event. (if I missed anyone, feel free to add them to the event) Inside the calendar event you will find
the registration link and the QR code which links to registration along with a map of the test site as we discussed earlier today.
I'm attaching the promotional flyer to this email. Please share it far and wide!
As a reminder, the test event is from 11:00 am - 1:00 pm on Saturday, October 22. The UDOH Mobile Test team will bring the mobile van to the LDS church parking
lot about 30 minutes prior to the event to get set up. The test team does not require anything from the school or church with the exception of bathroom access.
There are 2 things we need to finalize this community test event:
1. a list of the schools you would like available in the drop down box for students who may come to the test event, and
2. the name and cell phone for the point of contact at the church.
If either or both of these things have already been forwarded to Juli Miller, then disregard. She is in meetings all afternoon and we haven't spoken since the zoom call.
Please let me know if you have any questions!
Ellen
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

1

SUBJECT: Re: Cedar Fort Community test event
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: Aislynn Tolman-Hill <aislynnt@utahcounty.gov>, davidcf@utahcounty.gov, Debbi Nielsen <dknielsen@utah.gov>, Eric Edwards <ericse@utahcounty.gov>, Juli
Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>, Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>, mdejournett@alpinedistrict.org, Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>, michaell@utahcounty.gov,
Pamela Moyer <plmoyer@utah.gov>, Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov>, sfarnsworth@alpinedistrict.org, shayes@alpinedistrict.org, Suzanne Livingston
<suzannel@utahcounty.gov>, Tyler Plewe <tylerp@utahcounty.gov>, Wesley Hassell <whassell@utah.gov>, Kristi Parkinson <kparkinson@utah.gov>
DATE: 19/10/2021 16:04
Saturday is October 23rd. Corrected flyer attached
On Tue, Oct 19, 2021 at 3:51 PM Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello All,
Hopefully everyone received a google calendar invitation for the test event. (if I missed anyone, feel free to add them to the event) Inside the calendar event you will find
the registration link and the QR code which links to registration along with a map of the test site as we discussed earlier today.
I'm attaching the promotional flyer to this email. Please share it far and wide!
As a reminder, the test event is from 11:00 am - 1:00 pm on Saturday, October 22. The UDOH Mobile Test team will bring the mobile van to the LDS church parking
lot about 30 minutes prior to the event to get set up. The test team does not require anything from the school or church with the exception of bathroom access.
There are 2 things we need to finalize this community test event:
1. a list of the schools you would like available in the drop down box for students who may come to the test event, and
2. the name and cell phone for the point of contact at the church.
If either or both of these things have already been forwarded to Juli Miller, then disregard. She is in meetings all afternoon and we haven't spoken since the zoom call.
Please let me know if you have any questions!
Ellen
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
-Ellen Maxfield
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: test to stay supplies
FROM: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>
TO: Heidi Long <hlong@igniteutah.org>
CC: Kayla Packard <KaylaP@utahcounty.gov>, Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov>, Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Ellen Maxfield
<emaxfield@utah.gov>, Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>, K-12Testing HL <k-12testing@utah.gov>
DATE: 21/10/2021 16:57
Hi Heidi,
Thanks for reaching out! There are a couple of ways that we can go about making sure that you have testing supplies available:
#1. Our state Mobile Testing Team can come out and conduct testing at your school, in which case they will bring all of the necessary supplies with them. Kayla Packard
with Utah Co Health Dept did reach out to our teams to see if we could provide on-site support to help you hold a community testing event to support your school (note:
we can also provide support should you hit the official Test to Stay threshold numbers and need assistance to hold an official school event). She mentioned that you had
already filled out a test event support request form, so it sounds like we'll be setting up a planning meeting to discuss details very soon! Our Mobile Testing Team
scheduling staff will be in touch.
#2. If now or in the future you would like to conduct your own testing at any time, you can enroll in our state K-12 Testing Program and order BinaxNOW rapid antigen
tests as needed every month. More information on how to enroll in our program can be found below:
Our K-12 COVID-19 Testing Team at the Utah Dept of Health has put together a folder of information and steps for how to get your school set up to do your
own COVID-19 testing using the BinaxNOW rapid antigen tests provided by the state and how to report the testing data as required by law. Please view the
items in the folder here.
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ULizLxVzI5wivXP8mMJrh14y9WUvup-2?usp=sharing
In the folder, you will find the first item "1 To Do List K-12 Testing"; please go through those To Do list items by referencing the additional documents in the
folder. This will walk you through the paperwork needed to grant your school members permission to conduct testing in the school environment (known as a
CLIA waiver), how to get set up with the REDCap data system which will allow you to register students/staff for testing and report test results, specific
information on how to utilize the BinaxNOW tests, and additional FERPA/consent considerations.
Once your paperwork is done and has been submitted to the appropriate parties, you can request to have our REDCap support team go through a brief training
with you either in person or online to help you with the REDCap system and performing the testing procedure. Please email them at K-12Testing@utah.gov.
Your school can order BinaxNOW test kits from our team on a monthly basis by filling out an order form (which will be sent out roughly the 3rd week of each
month) or by emailing us.
Please let us know if you have any additional questions; you can reach out to our team at K-12Testing@utah.gov.
Best,

Maggie Graul, MPH, CPH She/Her/Hers
Program Manager, COVID-19 K-12 School Testing Coordination
Utah Departm ent of Health, Em erging Infections Bureau

288 North 1480 West
Salt Lake City, UT
385-267-5720

COVID-19 is being closely monitored, to stay up to date with state action follow this link: https://coronavirus.utah.gov/

On Thu, Oct 21, 2021 at 3:52 PM Heidi Long <hlong@igniteutah.org> wrote:

Hi Maggie,
In the past couple of weeks, the number of students who have tested positive at our school continues to creep up and the past 14 days saw as
many as 23 cases. I have not yet requested any tests in the event that we need to employ the "Test to Stay" protocol. What do I need to do
to ensure this and be fully prepared for this event?
Thanks so much for your help!
Heidi Long
Executive Director
M.ED Administration and Leadership
Ignite Entrepreneurship Academy
hlong@igniteutah.org
"Fiercely protecting the spark of curiosity"

SUBJECT: Re: test to stay supplies
FROM: Heidi Long <hlong@igniteutah.org>
TO: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>
CC: Kayla Packard <KaylaP@utahcounty.gov>, Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov>,Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>,Ellen Maxfield
<emaxfield@utah.gov>,Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>,K-12Testing HL <k-12testing@utah.gov>
DATE: 21/10/2021 17:04
Thank you Maggie! This has been very helpful and I have truly appreciated the wonderful support from Kayla and now you! I’ll look forward to continue communication to
plan for the community testing event!
Best,
Heidi Long
Director
Ignite Entrepreneurship Academy

On Oct 21, 2021, at 4:58 PM, Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov> wrote:

Hi Heidi,
Thanks for reaching out! There are a couple of ways that we can go about making sure that you have testing supplies available:
#1. Our state Mobile Testing Team can come out and conduct testing at your school, in which case they will bring all of the necessary supplies with them.
Kayla Packard with Utah Co Health Dept did reach out to our teams to see if we could provide on-site support to help you hold a community testing event to
support your school (note: we can also provide support should you hit the official Test to Stay threshold numbers and need assistance to hold an official
school event). She mentioned that you had already filled out a test event support request form, so it sounds like we'll be setting up a planning meeting to
discuss details very soon! Our Mobile Testing Team scheduling staff will be in touch.
#2. If now or in the future you would like to conduct your own testing at any time, you can enroll in our state K-12 Testing Program and order BinaxNOW
rapid antigen tests as needed every month. More information on how to enroll in our program can be found below:
Our K-12 COVID-19 Testing Team at the Utah Dept of Health has put together a folder of information and steps for how to get
your school set up to do your own COVID-19 testing using the BinaxNOW rapid antigen tests provided by the state and how to report the testing
data as required by law. Please view the items in the folder here.
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ULizLxVzI5wivXP8mMJrh14y9WUvup-2?usp=sharing
In the folder, you will find the first item "1 To Do List K-12 Testing"; please go through those To Do list items by referencing the additional
documents in the folder. This will walk you through the paperwork needed to grant your school members permission to conduct testing in
the school environment (known as a CLIA waiver), how to get set up with the REDCap data system which will allow you to register students/staff
for testing and report test results, specific information on how to utilize the BinaxNOW tests, and additional FERPA/consent considerations.
Once your paperwork is done and has been submitted to the appropriate parties, you can request to have our REDCap support team go through a
brief training with you either in person or online to help you with the REDCap system and performing the testing procedure. Please email them
at K-12Testing@utah.gov. Your school can order BinaxNOW test kits from our team on a monthly basis by filling out an order form (which will be
sent out roughly the 3rd week of each month) or by emailing us.
Please let us know if you have any additional questions; you can reach out to our team at K-12Testing@utah.gov.
Best,

Maggie Graul, MPH, CPH She/Her/Hers
Program Manager, COVID-19 K-12 School Testing Coordination
Utah Departm ent of Health, Em erging Infections Bureau

288 North 1480 West
Salt Lake City, UT
385-267-5720

COVID-19 is being closely monitored, to stay up to date with state action follow this link: https://coronavirus.utah.gov/

On Thu, Oct 21, 2021 at 3:52 PM Heidi Long <hlong@igniteutah.org> wrote:

Hi Maggie,
In the past couple of weeks, the number of students who have tested positive at our school continues to creep up and the past 14
days saw as many as 23 cases. I have not yet requested any tests in the event that we need to employ the "Test to Stay" protocol.
What do I need to do to ensure this and be fully prepared for this event?

Thanks so much for your help!
Heidi Long
Executive Director
M.ED Administration and Leadership
Ignite Entrepreneurship Academy
hlong@igniteutah.org
"Fiercely protecting the spark of curiosity"

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not
the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: test to stay supplies
FROM: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>
TO: Heidi Long <hlong@igniteutah.org>
DATE: 21/10/2021 17:05
You're very welcome! We'll be in touch with our team soon!

Maggie Graul, MPH, CPH She/Her/Hers
Program Manager, COVID-19 K-12 School Testing Coordination
Utah Departm ent of Health, Em erging Infections Bureau

288 North 1480 West
Salt Lake City, UT
385-267-5720

COVID-19 is being closely monitored, to stay up to date with state action follow this link: https://coronavirus.utah.gov/

On Thu, Oct 21, 2021 at 5:04 PM Heidi Long <hlong@igniteutah.org> wrote:
Thank you Maggie! This has been very helpful and I have truly appreciated the wonderful support from Kayla and now you! I’ll look forward to continue communication
to plan for the community testing event!
Best,
Heidi Long
Director
Ignite Entrepreneurship Academy

On Oct 21, 2021, at 4:58 PM, Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov> wrote:

Hi Heidi,
Thanks for reaching out! There are a couple of ways that we can go about making sure that you have testing supplies available:
#1. Our state Mobile Testing Team can come out and conduct testing at your school, in which case they will bring all of the necessary supplies with them.
Kayla Packard with Utah Co Health Dept did reach out to our teams to see if we could provide on-site support to help you hold a community testing event
to support your school (note: we can also provide support should you hit the official Test to Stay threshold numbers and need assistance to hold an official
school event). She mentioned that you had already filled out a test event support request form, so it sounds like we'll be setting up a planning meeting to
discuss details very soon! Our Mobile Testing Team scheduling staff will be in touch.
#2. If now or in the future you would like to conduct your own testing at any time, you can enroll in our state K-12 Testing Program and order BinaxNOW
rapid antigen tests as needed every month. More information on how to enroll in our program can be found below:
Our K-12 COVID-19 Testing Team at the Utah Dept of Health has put together a folder of information and steps for how to get
your school set up to do your own COVID-19 testing using the BinaxNOW rapid antigen tests provided by the state and how to report the testing
data as required by law. Please view the items in the folder here.
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ULizLxVzI5wivXP8mMJrh14y9WUvup-2?usp=sharing
In the folder, you will find the first item "1 To Do List K-12 Testing"; please go through those To Do list items by referencing the additional
documents in the folder. This will walk you through the paperwork needed to grant your school members permission to conduct testing in
the school environment (known as a CLIA waiver), how to get set up with the REDCap data system which will allow you to register students/staff
for testing and report test results, specific information on how to utilize the BinaxNOW tests, and additional FERPA/consent considerations.
Once your paperwork is done and has been submitted to the appropriate parties, you can request to have our REDCap support team go through a
brief training with you either in person or online to help you with the REDCap system and performing the testing procedure. Please email them
at K-12Testing@utah.gov. Your school can order BinaxNOW test kits from our team on a monthly basis by filling out an order form (which will be
sent out roughly the 3rd week of each month) or by emailing us.
Please let us know if you have any additional questions; you can reach out to our team at K-12Testing@utah.gov.
Best,

Maggie Graul, MPH, CPH She/Her/Hers
Program Manager, COVID-19 K-12 School Testing Coordination
Utah Departm ent of Health, Em erging Infections Bureau

288 North 1480 West
Salt Lake City, UT
385-267-5720

COVID-19 is being closely monitored, to stay up to date with state action follow this link: https://coronavirus.utah.gov/

On Thu, Oct 21, 2021 at 3:52 PM Heidi Long <hlong@igniteutah.org> wrote:

Hi Maggie,
In the past couple of weeks, the number of students who have tested positive at our school continues to creep up and the past
14 days saw as many as 23 cases. I have not yet requested any tests in the event that we need to employ the "Test to Stay"
protocol. What do I need to do to ensure this and be fully prepared for this event?
Thanks so much for your help!
Heidi Long
Executive Director
M.ED Administration and Leadership
Ignite Entrepreneurship Academy
hlong@igniteutah.org
"Fiercely protecting the spark of curiosity"

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are
not the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Invitation: Ignite - community test event planning mtg @ Fri Oct 22,2021 3pm - 3:15pm (MDT) (mgraul@utah.gov)
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: lorielshazly@utah.gov, sntaylor@utah.gov, hlong@igniteutah.org, kaylap@utahcounty.gov
CC: mgraul@utah.gov, whassell@utah.gov
DATE: 22/10/2021 14:21
You have been invited to the following event.

Ignite - community test event planning mtg
When

Fri Oct 22, 2021 3pm – 3:15pm Mountain Time - Denver

Joining info

Join with Google Meet

more details »

Join by phone

Calendar

mgraul@utah.gov

Who

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

emaxfield@utah.gov - organizer
lorielshazly@utah.gov
sntaylor@utah.gov
hlong@igniteutah.org
kaylap@utahcounty.gov
whassell@utah.gov - optional
mgraul@utah.gov - optional

Attachments Ignite Academy (2).png
Attached to the meeting invitation is a map of the school. We can refer to that map when we discuss where you'd like the van to be located and how you recommend the
traffic flow.
Here are some of the other questions we will want to discuss:
Date (Tues, 10/26) and time
How many folks do you anticipate that we will test?
When school age individuals come for testing, we will ask them what school they attend. What are the names of the schools in your area that we should have available
on the drop down menu?
Will there be restroom access for our testing staff?
Who is the point of contact for this event? Cell number? Will this individual be onsite during the actual test event?
Your attendance is optional.
Going (mgraul@utah.gov)? Yes - Maybe - No more options »
Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account mgraul@utah.gov because you are subscribed for invitations on calendar mgraul@utah.gov.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn
More.

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Fwd: Invitation: Ignite - community test event planning mtg @ Fri Oct22, 2021 3pm - 3:15pm (MDT) (mgraul@utah.gov)
FROM: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>
TO: Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov>
DATE: 22/10/2021 14:24

Maggie Graul, MPH, CPH She/Her/Hers
Program Manager, COVID-19 K-12 School Testing Coordination
Utah Departm ent of Health, Em erging Infections Bureau

288 North 1480 West
Salt Lake City, UT
385-267-5720

COVID-19 is being closely monitored, to stay up to date with state action follow this link: https://coronavirus.utah.gov/

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
Date: Fri, Oct 22, 2021 at 2:22 PM
Subject: Invitation: Ignite - community test event planning mtg @ Fri Oct 22, 2021 3pm - 3:15pm (MDT) (mgraul@utah.gov)
To: <lorielshazly@utah.gov>, <sntaylor@utah.gov>, <hlong@igniteutah.org>, <kaylap@utahcounty.gov>
Cc: <mgraul@utah.gov>, <whassell@utah.gov>

You have been invited to the following event.

Ignite - community test event planning mtg
When

Fri Oct 22, 2021 3pm – 3:15pm Mountain Time - Denver

Joining info

Join with Google Meet

more details »

Join by phone

Calendar

mgraul@utah.gov

Who

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

emaxfield@utah.gov - organizer
lorielshazly@utah.gov
sntaylor@utah.gov
hlong@igniteutah.org
kaylap@utahcounty.gov
whassell@utah.gov - optional
mgraul@utah.gov - optional

Attachments Ignite Academy (2).png
Attached to the meeting invitation is a map of the school. We can refer to that map when we discuss where you'd like the van to be located and how you recommend the
traffic flow.
Here are some of the other questions we will want to discuss:
Date (Tues, 10/26) and time
How many folks do you anticipate that we will test?
When school age individuals come for testing, we will ask them what school they attend. What are the names of the schools in your area that we should have available
on the drop down menu?
Will there be restroom access for our testing staff?
Who is the point of contact for this event? Cell number? Will this individual be onsite during the actual test event?
Your attendance is optional.
Going (mgraul@utah.gov)? Yes - Maybe - No more options »

Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account mgraul@utah.gov because you are subscribed for invitations on calendar mgraul@utah.gov.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn
More.

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Accepted: Ignite - community test event planning mtg @ Fri Oct 22,2021 3pm - 3:15pm (MDT) (emaxfield@utah.gov)
FROM: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>
TO: emaxfield@utah.gov
DATE: 22/10/2021 14:29
Maggie Graul has accepted this invitation.

Ignite - community test event planning mtg
When

Fri Oct 22, 2021 3pm – 3:15pm Mountain Time - Denver

Joining info

Join with Google Meet

Join by phone

Calendar

emaxfield@utah.gov

Who

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

emaxfield@utah.gov - organizer
lorielshazly@utah.gov
sntaylor@utah.gov
hlong@igniteutah.org
kaylap@utahcounty.gov
sdash@utah.gov
whassell@utah.gov - optional
mgraul@utah.gov - optional

Attachments Ignite Academy (2).png
Attached to the meeting invitation is a map of the school. We can refer to that map when we discuss where you'd like the van to be located and how you recommend the
traffic flow.
Here are some of the other questions we will want to discuss:
Date (Tues, 10/26) and time
How many folks do you anticipate that we will test?
When school age individuals come for testing, we will ask them what school they attend. What are the names of the schools in your area that we should have available
on the drop down menu?
Will there be restroom access for our testing staff?
Who is the point of contact for this event? Cell number? Will this individual be onsite during the actual test event?

Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account emaxfield@utah.gov because you are subscribed for invitation replies on calendar emaxfield@utah.gov.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn
More.

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Invitation: (TCST)(MV)(IGNITE) Ignite Academy - 400 @ Tue Oct 26,2021 3pm - 7pm (MDT) (mgraul@utah.gov)
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: mgraul@utah.gov, Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov>, Shanna Antle <shannaan@utahcounty.gov>, lorib@utahcounty.gov, Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>,
Wesley Hassell <whassell@utah.gov>, julilmiller@utah.gov, kparkinson@utah.gov, Tyler Plewe <tylerp@utahcounty.gov>, Eric Edwards <ericse@utahcounty.gov>,
Aislynn Tolman-Hill <aislynnt@utahcounty.gov>, mmauri@utah.gov, Kayla Packard <kaylap@utahcounty.gov>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Heidi Long
<hlong@igniteutah.org>, Suzanne Livingston <suzannel@utahcounty.gov>, dorothysc@utahcounty.gov, curtisj@utahcounty.gov, michaell@utahcounty.gov,
davidcf@utahcounty.gov
DATE: 22/10/2021 15:50
You have been invited to the following event.

(TCST)(MV)(IGNITE) Ignite Academy - 400
When

Tue Oct 26, 2021 3pm – 7pm Mountain Time - Denver

Where

1650 W Traverse Terrace Dr, Lehi, UT 84043 (map)

Calendar

mgraul@utah.gov

Who

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

more details »

emaxfield@utah.gov - creator
Sarah Dash
Shanna Antle
lorib@utahcounty.gov
Lori Elshazly
Wesley Hassell
julilmiller@utah.gov
mgraul@utah.gov
kparkinson@utah.gov
Tyler Plewe
Eric Edwards
Aislynn Tolman-Hill
mmauri@utah.gov
Kayla Packard
Sharon Taylor
Heidi Long
Suzanne Livingston
dorothysc@utahcounty.gov
curtisj@utahcounty.gov
michaell@utahcounty.gov
davidcf@utahcounty.gov

Attachments Ignite Academy fall flyer.pdf
Ignite Academy Community Test Event.docx
Ignite Academy MV map.jpg
300 Rapid, 100 PCR = 400 this may be a generous estimate
Mobile Van event held in the parking lot of Ignite Entrepreneurship Academy. Park the van on the EAST side of the school in an area of approx 6-8 faculty parking spots
located just before the parking lot exit (see attached map)
Restroom access in the school, enter from the front of the building. School administrator, Heidi Long, will be in attendance for most of the event but need to leave from 5-6
pm. She will leave the doors unlocked or share a key with our team. She will return to lock the school.
MTT test team!!!!
This school community has a high number of positive cases. Please ask school age participants where they attend school. The following schools in the
neighborhood have been added to the drop down menu in Redcap for this event:
Skyridge HS
Lehi Jr H
Traverse Mtn Elem
Fox Hollow Elem
Freedom Elem
Eagle Crest Elem
Highland Elem
Renaissance - Charter
Mountainville - Charter
Challenger school
Ignite Academy POC - Heidi Long. cell 801 854 8026
Registration link:
https://redcap.link/utah.gov-IGNITE
Going (mgraul@utah.gov)? Yes - Maybe - No more options »

Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account mgraul@utah.gov because you are subscribed for invitations on calendar mgraul@utah.gov.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn
More.

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Community test event - Ignite Academy, Tuesday, 10/26/21, 3-7p
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: Aislynn Tolman-Hill <aislynnt@utahcounty.gov>, curtisj@utahcounty.gov, davidcf@utahcounty.gov, dorothysc@utahcounty.gov, Eric Edwards
<ericse@utahcounty.gov>, Heidi Long <hlong@igniteutah.org>, Kayla Packard <kaylap@utahcounty.gov>, lorib@utahcounty.gov, Lori Elshazly
<lorielshazly@utah.gov>, Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>, michaell@utahcounty.gov, Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov>, Shanna Antle <shannaan@utahcounty.gov>,
Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Suzanne Livingston <suzannel@utahcounty.gov>, Tyler Plewe <tylerp@utahcounty.gov>, Wesley Hassell <whassell@utah.gov>
DATE: 22/10/2021 16:01
You should have received a calendar notification for this event. Attached to the event is a word document with the QR code (linking to the registration form) and the flyer.
(the map for where to park the van is in the calendar event too, but none of you will need that....)
I'll also attach the flyer and the QR code to this email. The registration link for this event is:
https://redcap.link/utah.gov-IGNITE

Thank you all for getting together on such short notice to plan this test event! Have a great weekend and the mobile test team will see you on Tuesday at Ignite Academy!
Ellen
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: Community test event - Ignite Academy, Tuesday, 10/26/21, 3-7p
FROM: Heidi Long <hlong@igniteutah.org>
TO: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
CC: Aislynn Tolman-Hill <aislynnt@utahcounty.gov>, curtisj@utahcounty.gov,davidcf@utahcounty.gov, dorothysc@utahcounty.gov,Eric Edwards
<ERICSE@utahcounty.gov>,Kayla Packard <KaylaP@utahcounty.gov>, lorib@utahcounty.gov,Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>, Maggie Graul
<mgraul@utah.gov>,michaell@utahcounty.gov, Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov>,Shanna Antle <ShannaAn@utahcounty.gov>, Sharon Taylor
<sntaylor@utah.gov>,Suzanne Livingston <SuzanneL@utahcounty.gov>,Tyler Plewe <TylerP@utahcounty.gov>, Wesley Hassell <whassell@utah.gov>
DATE: 22/10/2021 17:03
Sounds like a plan! Thanks for the quick work! See you Tuesday!
Heidi Long
Director
Ignite Entrepreneurship Academy

On Oct 22, 2021, at 4:02 PM, Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov> wrote:

You should have received a calendar notification for this event. Attached to the event is a word document with the QR code (linking to the registration form)
and the flyer. (the map for where to park the van is in the calendar event too, but none of you will need that....)
I'll also attach the flyer and the QR code to this email. The registration link for this event is:
https://redcap.link/utah.gov-IGNITE

Thank you all for getting together on such short notice to plan this test event! Have a great weekend and the mobile test team will see you on Tuesday at Ignite
Academy!
Ellen
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not
the intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

<Ignite Academy fall flyer.pdf>
<Ignite Academy Community Test Event.docx>

SUBJECT: Re: Test To Stay for a class
FROM: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
TO: Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov>
CC: Kelly Gallo <kgallo@summitcounty.org>, Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>
DATE: 26/10/2021 17:47
So the school will conduct the test event themselves? So no need for MTT involvement?
Here is the form if you need to request assistance: https://forms.gle/S1whTuaoM14fi5Lk7
Thanks
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Tue, Oct 26, 2021 at 2:40 PM Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello everyone,
In regards to single classroom testing, Park City schools should be equipped and set up to do their own classroom testing. If it's just a single classroom, we would check
in with the school and ensure they can take care of the testing. If they would like to expand it and offer testing to the whole school/community, then we could coordinate
MTT coming and helping with higher volumes.
At this time, we don't have any specific communications regarding voluntary testing when there is a higher incidence of cases. However, I've attached a Test To Stay
document that may be useful in creating a letter.Please let me know if you have further questions!
On Tue, Oct 26, 2021 at 2:02 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
KellyYou just want one classroom tested? We have not yet focused on testing just a specific classroom. We have done community events for schools who have yet to meet
their threshold. I have copied Maggie Graul and
Sarah Dash with the K-12 program for their input.
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Tue, Oct 26, 2021 at 11:09 AM Kelly Gallo <kgallo@summitcounty.org> wrote:

A Park City school nurse is asking if we can help them with testing a class that has four positive cases recently. Sarah Dash recently told me that it
is possible to offer a testing event without the mandates in order to prevent going to the threshold #. Could you guide me in the next steps so I
can help him move forward as soon as possible? Do I have the nurse fill out the Google form? Thanks so much!
Kelly Gallo
K-12 Testing Coordinator
Summit County Health Department
570-764-2609 Cell #
kgallo@summitcounty.org
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: Test To Stay for a class
FROM: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>
TO: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
CC: Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov>, Kelly Gallo <kgallo@summitcounty.org>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>
DATE: 26/10/2021 17:52
Juli, we'll need to have Kelly clarify, but if it's just a single classroom of likely 20-30 students being offered testing, we would recommend that MTT not send a full team.
Like Sarah mentioned, Park City is enrolled in our K12 testing program and is able to order their own BinaxNOW rapid antigen tests to use for limited testing and would
likely be able to handle that small number by themselves. However, if they want to host a community event and offer testing to a larger part of the school population, then I
think sending an MTT team would be appropriate (again Kelly, if needed, here's the form link to request assistance! https://forms.gle/S1whTuaoM14fi5Lk7)

Maggie Graul, MPH, CPH She/Her/Hers
Program Manager, COVID-19 K-12 School Testing Coordination
Utah Departm ent of Health, Em erging Infections Bureau

288 North 1480 West
Salt Lake City, UT
385-267-5720

COVID-19 is being closely monitored, to stay up to date with state action follow this link: https://coronavirus.utah.gov/

On Tue, Oct 26, 2021 at 5:47 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
So the school will conduct the test event themselves? So no need for MTT involvement?
Here is the form if you need to request assistance: https://forms.gle/S1whTuaoM14fi5Lk7
Thanks
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Tue, Oct 26, 2021 at 2:40 PM Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello everyone,
In regards to single classroom testing, Park City schools should be equipped and set up to do their own classroom testing. If it's just a single classroom, we would check
in with the school and ensure they can take care of the testing. If they would like to expand it and offer testing to the whole school/community, then we could coordinate
MTT coming and helping with higher volumes.
At this time, we don't have any specific communications regarding voluntary testing when there is a higher incidence of cases. However, I've attached a Test To Stay
document that may be useful in creating a letter.Please let me know if you have further questions!
On Tue, Oct 26, 2021 at 2:02 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
KellyYou just want one classroom tested? We have not yet focused on testing just a specific classroom. We have done community events for schools who have yet to
meet their threshold. I have copied Maggie Graul and
Sarah Dash with the K-12 program for their input.
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Tue, Oct 26, 2021 at 11:09 AM Kelly Gallo <kgallo@summitcounty.org> wrote:

A Park City school nurse is asking if we can help them with testing a class that has four positive cases recently. Sarah Dash recently told me that
it is possible to offer a testing event without the mandates in order to prevent going to the threshold #. Could you guide me in the next steps so I
can help him move forward as soon as possible? Do I have the nurse fill out the Google form? Thanks so much!
Kelly Gallo
K-12 Testing Coordinator
Summit County Health Department
570-764-2609 Cell #
kgallo@summitcounty.org

*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Re: Test To Stay for a class
FROM: Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov>
TO: Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>
CC: Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov>, Kelly Gallo <kgallo@summitcounty.org>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>
DATE: 26/10/2021 17:59
Thanks for the clarification Maggie!
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Tue, Oct 26, 2021 at 5:52 PM Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov> wrote:
Juli, we'll need to have Kelly clarify, but if it's just a single classroom of likely 20-30 students being offered testing, we would recommend that MTT not send a full team.
Like Sarah mentioned, Park City is enrolled in our K12 testing program and is able to order their own BinaxNOW rapid antigen tests to use for limited testing and would
likely be able to handle that small number by themselves. However, if they want to host a community event and offer testing to a larger part of the school population, then I
think sending an MTT team would be appropriate (again Kelly, if needed, here's the form link to request assistance! https://forms.gle/S1whTuaoM14fi5Lk7)

Maggie Graul, MPH, CPH She/Her/Hers
Program Manager, COVID-19 K-12 School Testing Coordination
Utah Departm ent of Health, Em erging Infections Bureau

288 North 1480 West
Salt Lake City, UT
385-267-5720

COVID-19 is being closely monitored, to stay up to date with state action follow this link: https://coronavirus.utah.gov/

On Tue, Oct 26, 2021 at 5:47 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
So the school will conduct the test event themselves? So no need for MTT involvement?
Here is the form if you need to request assistance: https://forms.gle/S1whTuaoM14fi5Lk7
Thanks
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov
On Tue, Oct 26, 2021 at 2:40 PM Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov> wrote:
Hello everyone,
In regards to single classroom testing, Park City schools should be equipped and set up to do their own classroom testing. If it's just a single classroom, we would
check in with the school and ensure they can take care of the testing. If they would like to expand it and offer testing to the whole school/community, then we could
coordinate MTT coming and helping with higher volumes.
At this time, we don't have any specific communications regarding voluntary testing when there is a higher incidence of cases. However, I've attached a Test To Stay
document that may be useful in creating a letter.Please let me know if you have further questions!
On Tue, Oct 26, 2021 at 2:02 PM Juli Miller <julilmiller@utah.gov> wrote:
KellyYou just want one classroom tested? We have not yet focused on testing just a specific classroom. We have done community events for schools who have yet to
meet their threshold. I have copied Maggie Graul and
Sarah Dash with the K-12 program for their input.
Juli Miller
COVID Mobile Test Teams Deputy
Utah Dept of Health
385-306-2413
julilmiller@utah.gov

On Tue, Oct 26, 2021 at 11:09 AM Kelly Gallo <kgallo@summitcounty.org> wrote:

A Park City school nurse is asking if we can help them with testing a class that has four positive cases recently. Sarah Dash recently told me that
it is possible to offer a testing event without the mandates in order to prevent going to the threshold #. Could you guide me in the next steps so
I can help him move forward as soon as possible? Do I have the nurse fill out the Google form? Thanks so much!
Kelly Gallo
K-12 Testing Coordinator
Summit County Health Department
570-764-2609 Cell #
kgallo@summitcounty.org
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
If you are not the intended recipient, any distributions or copying of this message, or the taking of any action based on its content is strictly prohibited.

SUBJECT: Community test event - John Hancock School
FROM: Ellen Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>
TO: Aislynn Tolman-Hill <aislynnt@utahcounty.gov>, curtisj@utahcounty.gov, davidcf@utahcounty.gov, Devin Payne <devinpayne@johnhancockcs.org>, Debbi Nielsen
<dknielsen@utah.gov>, dorothysc@utahcounty.gov, Eric Edwards <ericse@utahcounty.gov>, Julie Adamic <julie@johnhancockcs.org>, Juli Miller
<julilmiller@utah.gov>, Kayla Packard <kaylap@utahcounty.gov>, lorib@utahcounty.gov, Lori Elshazly <lorielshazly@utah.gov>, Maggie Graul <mgraul@utah.gov>,
michaell@utahcounty.gov, Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov>, Shanna Antle <shannaan@utahcounty.gov>, Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Suzanne Livingston
<suzannel@utahcounty.gov>, Tyler Plewe <tylerp@utahcounty.gov>
DATE: 27/10/2021 08:01
Hello All,
The UDOH mobile test team will be providing community testing tomorrow, Thursday, October 28th from 4-6pm in the parking lot of John Hancock Charter School. The
teams will arrive 30 minutes prior to the event to get set up. We have provided them with a map of where to park the van and how you'd like the traffic to flow, as per our
conference call yesterday.
In the google calendar invitation you can find the link for registration
https://redcap.link/utah.gov-JHCS-PG

and a document with a QR code which can be scanned to link to registration (I'll also attach it).
I'm including a promotional flyer with this email. Please feel free to share it with your school community.
Please let me know if you have any questions!
Ellen
-Ellen Maxfield
Utah Department of Health
COVID-19 Mobile Testing Team
801.560.1031 cell
*************** IMPORTANT MESSAGE ***************
This message, including any attachments, may contain confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended
recipient, delete this message, including from trash, and notify me by telephone or email.
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SUBJECT: Test To Stay
FROM: Juli Miller <julmiller@utah.gov>
TO: Kendra Babitz <kbabitz@utah.gov>, Pete Adams <padams@utah.gov>,Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>,Wesley Hassell <whassell@utah.gov>,Ellen
Maxfield <emaxfield@utah.gov>,Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Andrea Skewes <askewes@utah.gov>,Debbi Nielsen <dknielsen@utah.gov>, Maggie Graul
<mgraul@utah.gov>,Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov>, Pamela Moyer <plmoyer@utah.gov>,Katie Tiedermann <reply-116076370036254735411@profiles.google.com>
DATE: 10/11/2021 15:05
Katie Tiedermann has joined the conversation, 2021-11-10 14:05:33
Juli Miller, 2021-11-10 14:06:38
Just a follow-up from today&#39;s meeting with Soldier Hollow Charter School, we just got a test event request for Daniels Canyon Elementary in Heber
Kendra Babitz, 2021-11-10 14:07:30
Oh! Is this an official TTS event or can we combine community testing events potentially?
Brittany Brown, 2021-11-10 14:09:08
there was a middle school in Wasatch County on the outbreak report today--I think a community event will be great for this community
Juli Miller, 2021-11-10 14:10:06
This came in as a community event request
Juli Miller, 2021-11-10 14:10:44
They are requesting testing on 11/15
Juli Miller, 2021-11-10 14:10:51
Next monday
Brittany Brown, 2021-11-10 14:11:50
hmm okay I wonder if we can have the LHD advertise both events broadly?
Juli Miller, 2021-11-10 14:15:03
Katie and I are going to Soldier Hollow Charter School for a site visit tomorrow
Juli Miller, 2021-11-10 14:15:35
Ellen is going to reach out to Daniels Canyon Elementary and see if we can go by there while we are in the area
Brittany Brown, 2021-11-10 14:16:18
I wonder if there is any chance they would be open to your teams testing there Friday afternoon instead of Monday while you&#39;re already out there?
Juli Miller, 2021-11-10 14:17:50
We can definitely ask them
Ellen Maxfield, 2021-11-10 14:24:54
Daniels Canyon update: the form was filled out by Aubreigh Parks, DON for Wasatch SD. This elementary school has 18 cases and testing is largely difficult to obtain in
their community so she&#39;d like to have us provide a TCST event at the school next week, ideally twice. Once on Mon or Tues in the evening (for working families) and
again on Thurs during the day. She is available to meet Juli and Katie tomorrow am (around 11a) at Daniels Canyon Elem after they finish at Soldier Hollow Charter.
I&#39;ll share her cell number in an email to Juli and Katie. Any questions?
Juli Miller, 2021-11-10 14:56:14
Perfect! Thanks Ellen

SUBJECT: Test To Stay
FROM: Brittany Brown <brittanybrown@utah.gov>
TO: Juli Miller <julmiller@utah.gov>, Kendra Babitz <kbabitz@utah.gov>,Pete Adams <padams@utah.gov>, Wesley Hassell <whassell@utah.gov>,Ellen Maxfield
<emaxfield@utah.gov>,Sharon Taylor <sntaylor@utah.gov>, Andrea Skewes <askewes@utah.gov>,Debbi Nielsen <dknielsen@utah.gov>, Maggie Graul
<mgraul@utah.gov>,Sarah Dash <sdash@utah.gov>, Pamela Moyer <plmoyer@utah.gov>,Katie Tiedermann <reply-116076370036254735411@profiles.google.com>
DATE: 17/11/2021 11:11
Brittany Brown, 2021-11-17 10:11:39
How did the TTS events go yesterday?
Kendra Babitz, 2021-11-17 10:12:55
From Wes: I am showing this data from yesterdays TTS at Soldier Hollow Charter: 81 students tested, 2 positives. 0.025%
Kendra Babitz, 2021-11-17 10:13:33
The MTT did a community test event at Soldier Hollow on 11.12.21 where 14 students were tested with 1 positive.
Kendra Babitz, 2021-11-17 10:13:52
From Sarah: Also heard back from Davis about H C Burton School. They tested 537 students and found 25 positives
Brittany Brown, 2021-11-17 10:18:18
Interesting. Thanks for the update
Kendra Babitz, 2021-11-17 10:21:22
Sure! Sarah also has been providing these details in the TTS sheet, which is hyperlinked in the 204 form.

